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Abstract

The main purpose of this thesis is to construct finite groups as homomorphic
images of infinite semi-direct products, 2*n : JV, 3*n : N, and 3*n :m N, where 2*n
and 3*n are free products of n copies of the cyclic group
extended by IV, a group
of permutations on n letters. We constructed several finite homomorphic images of the
semi-direct products 2*3 : 53, 3*4 : £4, and 3*4 :m 2‘Sf. We have constructed A5 x D§t
U$3 x 3, 1/3(3), and Mu x 2.
Finite simple groups are the building blocks for constructing all finite groups.
In order to take advantage of large finite groups, such as the Monster group, we need a
method that allows us to represent the many elements in some short form that is more
effective and manageable. The method of symmetric representation paves the way for us
to represent elements of (simple) finite groups. It is very effective because it allows us
to write these elements in a short form using the technique of double coset enumeration.
Fortunately, this process can be utilized for all finite non-abelian simple groups and any
other that has been constructed using double coset enumeration. Furthermore, symmetric
representation gives a uniform way for us to construct finite groups, such as permutation
groups or groups of matrices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
There are two methods, permutations and matrices, that are commonly used to
represent elements of finite groups. However, if the size of a group is large then none of
the methods is completely satisfactory. In this thesis, we present an alternative method
for dealing with finite groups. This method is based on the technique of double coset
enumeration, explained below. Our method applies to all finite groups, and in particular
to all non-abelian simple groups. For instance, this method is used in [?] to represent
elements of the smallest Janko sporadic group group Ji, which are usually written as a
permutations on 266 letters, as permutations on 11 letters of £2(11) followed by a word
of length at most 4 in the symmetric generators.

1.1

Symmetric Generation of a Group

Let G be a group and and let T = {/1, £2, • • ■,
E G and T — {Ti, Z2,..., Tn),
with Ti = (if), and N the set normalizer of T in G .
If G ~ (T), and AT acts transitively on T, T is defined to be a symmetric generating set
for G and N is called the control subgroup. In this case G is a homomorphic image of
the (infinite) progenitor

where m*n is a free product of n cyclic groups Cm, where m is the order of tf, and N is
a group of automorphisms of m*n which act, by conjugation, on the n cyclic subgroups.
If % € N, then t? = tj, where r is an integer and gcd(r,rn)'’-=l. Note that if m = 2

2
then N acts, by conjugation, as permutations of the n symmetric generators of order 2,
In the case of the progenitor, every element can be represented uniquely as vrw, where
% 6 TV and w is a word in the symmetric generators. We factor the progenitor by the
relations of the type 7rw(R,i2,.., £n), with 7r e AC and w a word in the tiS, to produce
finite homomorphic images. In the next section we describe the process of recognition of
these images.

1.2

Manual Double Coset Enumeration

We follow [?] and allow i to stand for the symmetric generator t, in our expres
sions. We also represent the coset Nt{ by i, the coset Ntitj by ij. Every element of our
group can be written as a permutation of N followed by a word in the tfs. Now the double
coset NgN is given by NgN = N^wN = NwN, where g € G, % € N, and w is a word
in the t{S. The double coset NwN is denoted by [w]. For example, the double coset [01]
represents NtotiN. The double coset NeN ~ {AC}, where e is the identity element, is
denoted by [★]. We need the following definitions to apply our technique of double coset
enumeration.
The single point and two point stabilizers in AT are given by Nl =
and N*i =
P/\r((ti,tj)) respectively, A k-point stabiliser is similarly defined. The coset stabilizing
subgroup,
of AC is defined as
NW =
Q N z
ACw}, where w a word in the t/s. We note that ACW is a
subgroup of NW, The number of single cosets in the double coset [w] is given by
(see [?]). We use the process of manual double coset enumeration for G over N and find
all of the double cosets [w] and the number of single cosets in each double coset. This
enables us to find the index of N in G. The double coset enumeration process is per
formed by obtaining the orbits of NW on the symmetric generators and for each double
coset [w], it suffices to recognize the double coset containing Nwl* for one symmetric
generator ti from each orbit. The double coset enumeration partitions the image G as a
union double cosets NgN, where g G 2*n : N and gives a set
of elements of
G such that G = NgiN U NgzN U .... However, for each i, we have gi = 717^, where
7Ti € AC and wi is a word in the tiS, and so that the double coset deomposition is given by
G = AT U Nw%N U NW3N U ....
[tv

Nwk

=

3

Chapter 2
A5 x

Dq as the Homomorphic

Image of

2*3 :

S3

We factor the progenitor 2*3 : S3 by the relations [(O12)to]10 and [(Ol)toMo]3 to achieve
the finite homomorphic image:

G - [(012)to]lo,((01)to*2io]3 “

X ■Ds'

We want to construct by hand the group G — A5 x Dg.
A symmetric presentation for 2*3 : S3 is given by:
< x,y,t | x3 = y2 = (yx)2 = 1 - t2 = [t,y] > = 2*3 : S3
where N = S3 and the action on x,y on the symmetric generators is given by
x ~ (0 1 2)

y - (1 2)
Our goal is to show that the order of G is at most 360.
Expanding our first relation [(O12)io]1O> with 7r = (012), yields:

(Trio)10 =
=£■ (012)

=1

=1

Our second relation [(01)fo^o]3> with 7T = (01), yields:

(

4

7r3(tot2io)7r2(^0^2^o)’rtoi2to = 1

=► (01) tQt2totlt2tltot2to = 1
We begin the process of double coset enumeration of G over S3.
We start with the double coset with representative word of length zero, namely NeN =
{Nen]n G AT} = {Nnn_1en|n G N} = {Nen]n G N} = N. In our Cayley Diagram,, we’ll
denote this double coset N by [*]. Now, N = S3 is transitive on the set of symmetric
generators {0,1,2}. That is, the double coset N, has only one orbit, namely {0,1,2}. It
suffices to choose one representative from this orbit of N and ask to which double coset
does Nti belong. Let us consider Nto. Because the first double coset is simply our control
group S3, Nto is not represented within it. Hence, Nto is an element of the new double
coset NtoA7, denoted [0] in our Cayley Diagram. In fact, because Nto, Nti, and Nta are
in the same orbit, they all are elements of [0].
Let us look at the double coset NtoN = [0].
First, consider the coset stabilizing group
The only elements of S3 that will fix
NtoN are the identity permutation and (12). Hence, the coset stabilizing group
=
N° = < e, (12) >. The orbits of N^ on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1,2}. Using the fact that
INI
the number of distinct single cosets contained in a double coset is •, ■ ',. we find that
| NW |
g
[0] contains — = 3 distinct single cosets, namely Nto, Nti, and N^- Now we choose one
representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset does Nti belong. Since the
order of i, is 2, Ntoto = NeN = N which is an element of [*]. However, Ntoti and Ntffa
move forward together to the new double coset Ntot^N = [01], since neither Ntoti nor
Ntot2 are represented within [0].

Consider the double coset NtotiN = [01].

g
N(°i) = N01 = < e > , so the double coset [01] contains y = 6 distinct single cosets. These

6 distinct single cosets are {N(£(jti)nfo G N} = {Ntoti, Ntito, Nt2ti, Ntot2, Ntit2, Nt2to}.
The orbits of Ar(01) on {o, 1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}, We must consider each Nti from
each orbit. Nt^titi = Nto G [0], while Ntotito and NtQtit2 move forward to [010] and
[012] respectively.

5

Following the same process, A^010) = /V010 = < e >, so the double coset [010] contains
these 6 distinct single cosets NtotitoN = {Ntotxto,Ntitoti,Nt2tit2} Nt^to, Nt^ti, Aft2tot2}The orbits of A^010) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}. ATtotitoto = Ntoti E [01] while
Ntotitoil and Ntotitot^ move forward to [0101] and [0102] respectively.

Similarly, M012) = N012 = < e > , so we see that the double coset [012] also contains 6 dis
tinct single cosets, namely Ntot-faN = {Arto^R2, Ntittfa, Ntztito, ATtotsti, Nt-fato, Nt2toti}.
The orbits of A^012) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}.
= Ntoti E [01] while
NtotMzto and Ntot^ti are elements within [0120] and [0121] respectively.
Note that we have four double cosets of length four. We will see that the double cosets
with words of length four have identical coset stabilizing groups. M0101) = AR0102) =
Aft0120) = Art0121) = < e >, so each of the double cosets [0101], [0102], [0120], [0121]
contains 6 distinct single cosets. The orbits of M0101), A^0102), A^0120), and AR0121) on
{0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}.

We list each distinct single coset within each of the above mentioned double cosets:
NtotitotiN = {N(tohtoti)n|n E N}

= {AftotiMb

Ntitititu Ntot-ftoF,

Nt2tot2to] •

NtotitffaN — {N(tot\At}

= {Ntotitot2, Ntitot-]t2, A^tlt^O, Ntot2totl, Aftjtstjto, Nt2tot2tl} .

Ntot^toN = {N(totit2io)n\n S AT}

= {Ntotl^to, Ntjto^l, A/t2^1 t-ot-2? Nto^Bo,

Nt2totit2} .

NtotfatiN = {IV(totit2ti)n[n E TV}

= {Aftoh*2*b Nt\tot2to, A^tliotl, JVtot2tli2: TVti2j

•

6

We’ll consider each of the above mentioned double cosets one at a time. We first consider
double coset [0121].
Recall that the orbits of JV"C0121) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}.
It is clear that TVtofi^lU — Ntotit2 G [012]
We now would like to know to which double coset

belongs.

Note that the second relation gives us: (01)fo^2£oM2Mot2A) = 1

=► (01)tot2ioU —
=#■ to(01)io^2^0^1 = ^2^oU^2

=J" (01)tiioi2^O^l = i2^oU^2
—tlto^2^O^l = (Ol)t2^oU^2

=> (tltot2totl)(01) = ((Ol)(2totlt2)(01)
=> toii^Uio = (Ol)^2^iio^2

We use this to show the following:

(Ol)t2^Ro^2
=#■ Mi/2tito € Nt2t\iot2
NtzMotzN

=> totitztiio 6 N(i2iiioh)nt for n = (02) G N

SojtQt^tito €
=> iotihtito G Ntotfato

Hence Ntot^tito G [0120].

7

Ntntitztytz however, is a new double coset, namely [01212].
Now, Aft01212) = < e >, so the number of distinct single cosets in the double coset [01212]
is 6. In addition, the orbits of A^01212) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1} and {2}.
=
MoWi e [0121].
Let us consider to which double coset

belongs. Now, from our first relation

totit2tit2tl = (102)(ioti toii)(12)So:

= (102) (io ^0^2)

(shown via MAGMA)

€ Niot2to^2
G
=>

G N(tQtztffay1, such that n G N
e N‘(toi2tot2)^12^

G Ntotitoii

=>

G NtQt\tot\N

So

G [0101].

I
It can also be shown via MAGMA that
Rather, Ntot\t2t1t2to £ [01212].

does not form a new double coset.

I

Hence, the double coset [01212] is now closed under right multiplication.

Let us now look at [0120], the second double coset of length four. We’ve already seen
that 7V(0120) < e >, which implies that [0120] has 6 distinct single cosets. In addition,
we’ve shown that the orbits of M0120) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}.
We know Ntot^toto =
G [012],

8

However, Ntotitztot^ G [0121] since:
toU^2^1^O —

=>

=

(Ol)(tOtlt2to)t2O)

(01)^2^1^062
(OIjMWo

=> 60616261 6 A/^Ro^o
=>■ £0616261 G Nt2tltQt2tdN
=3- <0^1^61

G AA(t2^i^o£2^o)n> for n = (02) £ iV

So, RM2C4 G N(t2tltot2to)^
=>
G 7Vioil^2fo^2
60616261 G

Consequently, only ATtoh^^o^i belongs to a double coset, namely [01201], which has been
considered so far.
^(01201) = <e>(12) > since:

Ntot^toti^) = AV0M1M2 = Ar/o^i^Mi
According to our first relation, AC(O12)foi2£i^2iRo^2^Ro = AC.

=> (012)io^2^Ro^2^Ro^2iiio = 1
=> (012)tot2iRo£2 =
=> AC (012)6062616062 =
=> ATtot^ita^ — Ntot^toti

So (12) G A,(01201) and A^01201) = < (12) >. Thus, [01201] contains 3 distinct single
cosets and the orbits of Aft01201) on {0,1,2} are {0} and {1,2}.

= ACto^i^fo G [0120] and Ntot&toilh 6 [0120].
However, Ntot^totitQ G [012010], a new double coset.
AT6o6i626o6i6i

Now AC<012010) = < e, (12) > since:

9
Nlof 1^2^0^1^0(12) = Ntotzhtotzto = Niot^totitQ since, by our first relation,
Ntot2titot2 = WFRi.

Therefore there are 3 distinct single cosets in [012010] and the orbits of N^012010) on
{0,1,2} are {0} and {1,2}.
Now, Ntotit2toU^oto — Niotit2toti 6 [01201]

totlt2^oUtotl = (12)(totitot2)(01)
-

=> totitstoritoti

(12)titotit2

(shown via MAGMA)

G ,N(12)tit0tit2

=> totit2totltoU G Ntitotit2N
=> totlt2totlioU G N(titoiit2)n, such that n G N

=>

G N

=> totlt2toiltotl G NtotitQt2
G NiffatotzN

Ntotit2toiitoti G [0102].

Thus, Nt0tit2toU^ori and
G [0102].
The double coset [012010] is now closed under right multiplication.
Let us now consider the double coset [0101], the third double coset of length four.
We already know that N^0101^ ~ < e >. Hence, there are 6 distinct single cosets in [0101],
The orbits of N^0101) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and {2}.
Now, Ntotitotiti = Ntotito G [010].
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= (102)(ioiRo£l)t12)

=> toU^l^l

= (102)io^2^0^2

(shown earlier)

= ((102)ioi2^oi2)^12^

=>

= (2Ol)to^l^O^l

=>

=►

= (201)to^Roili2

=> NtQt]tQtlt2 —
=> Nt()titotit2

'G

Y(ioi2ii^2h)n, such that n G N

=> Nt()titotit2 G YRo^U^U)^12^

=> NtQtitotit2 G Ntotit2tit2 N

We notice however, that Ntotitot^ G [01212].
Now AftoUMiio = AT(toiitoiiio)^^ = Ntotiiotito
=> IVtotitoti^o G [01010].
Notice ;V(01010) _ fc ; {021), (012) > from the following:
Ntotitotito(021) — Nt2tot2tot2 ~ NtQtitotitQ via MAGMA.
AioiiioR^o(012) = Nt-]t2tit2ti = NtotitotitQ
Both of these results are shown below:

= (102)^2^0^2

(shown earlier)

~r* ^1^2^1^2^1

=

to(102)tot2^2

=> tit2tlt2tl

=

(102)^2^0^2^0^

(tlt2tlt2tl)<201>

=

((102)t2tot2«ot2)<201>

=#- i2^0^2^0^2

—

(210)toiitoiRo

=> Nt2tot2t(jt2

=

ATtotito^o
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= (102)^0^2^0^2

=>

=> Nt-ifat-ihti

(shown earlier)

=

to(102)ioi2io^2

=

(102)i2ioi2io^2

—

Ar<2^0^2^0^2

So now we know that there are only 2 distinct single cosets within [01010]. In addition,
the orbits of aR01010) on {0,1,2} are {0,1,2}.
Nioiiioiiioio = Ntotitoti G [0101],
This implies that
G [0101] and
G [0101].
Thus, the double coset [01010] is closed under right multiplication.
Finally, let’s consider the double coset [0102], the final double coset of length four. As
shown earlier B0102'1 = < e >, and the orbits of A^0102) on {0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, and

{2}.
First, we note that NtotitQtzt? = Niotito G [010].
Secondly, TVtoiito^o € [012010] from the following:
=

(12)(totltot2)^01^

=> totit2tQtit()ti == (12)tiio^i^2 (shown earlier)

=> WiGGiNo == (12) ti

^2^1

=> NtitQt^tl

A^RoWl)^
=?■ NtQtJot^tQ G Ntotit^totitQ

12
Finally, from relation 2 we find that,

G [0102]:

(01)6062606162

—

io^o^i

=> ((Ol)ioWi«2)(12)

=

(toS2«oti)(12)

=► (02)6061606261

=

toiRo^2

=>
=> JVtotRo^U

= Ntotitot2

NtotMv

This causes the double coset [0102] closed under right multiplication.

All of our work is summarized in the Caley Diagram of A5 x D& over S3 below.

Figure 2.1: Cayley Diagram A5 x

Dq

over S3

Our argument shows that the order of G is at most |7Vj, x 60 = 360, where 60 is the
number of single cosets shown in the diagram above. We now show that |G| is at least

360. Now G =<
a : G

> acts on X, the set of the single cosets mentioned above. Thus

Sx is a homomorphism. Since N =< x,y > acts by conjugation and t acts

13
by right multiplication on the Rs, we compute the images xx, yy, and tt of x,y, and t,

respectively, in Sx and verify that the additional relations hold in < xx, yy, tt > within
Sx and | <xx,yy,tt > | = 360. So G/Kera =< xx,yy,tt >. Hence |G| > 360.

Thus, |(7| = 360.

We also verified that G satisfies a presentation of = As x D$.

14

Chapter 3

Us(3) x 3 as the Homomorphic
Image of 3*4 : S4

The general unitary group GUn(q), consisting of unitary matrices over Fq, is a subgroup

of GLn(q2). The center of GLn(q2) is of order 7 T 1 and PGUn(q) =GUn(q')/Z(GUn(q)')

is called the projective unitary group. The subgroup of GLn(q2), consisting of matrices
of determinant 1 in GU^q), of index q-\- 1 in GUn(q), is denoted by SUn(q) and PSU^q)

is the factor group SUn(q)/Z(SUn(q)).
Iwasawa’s Lemma: Let G a finite perfect group, whose action on a set w is faithful

and 2-transitive. If the point stabiliser H has a normal abelian subgroup A such that

G ~< Ax[x 6 G >, then G is simple.

According to Iwasawa’s Lemma, PSUn(q) is simple in the following cases.
(i) n > 3
(ii) n = 3 and q >‘2

(iii) n = 2 and q > 3.

7/2(2) = S3. Thus, Un(q) is simple except in the cases 7^(3) = Ai, 7/3(2) = 32 : Qs- In
particular, 1/3(3) is simple. Our objective is to construct 1/3(3). We give a construction
of 7/3(3) x 3 in this chapter and obtain 7/3(3), from this construction, in the next chapter.

15
Consider the progenitor 3*4 : S4, whose symmetric representation is given by:
< x, y, t | x4 - y2 = (yx)3 = 1 = t3 = [t, y] = [N, y] >

where N -- £4 and the action on the symmetric generators x,y is given by:
x ~ (0 1 2 3)
V ~ (2 3)
and t ~ to

The following relations may be used for the purpose of manual double coset enumeration:

Rl. [(0123)to|21 = 1

R2. [(012)tol24 = 1
R3. [(01)(23)to]12 = 1
R4. [(Ol)to]12 = 1
R5.

[Zq

R1]4 = 1

R6. [(O12)toR]]4 = 1

R7. [(OlRo^J24 = 1
R8. [(Oljiotj1]7 = 1
R9. [toti]3 = (23)

RIO. [to R1]2 = (23)
If we factor 3*4 : S4 by relations 1-10, although RIO suffices, we will verify that its homo

morphic image is a group isomorphic to (73(3) x 3. Thus it is our objective to demonstrate

that u-~i\ 12'
- < z,y,t | a4 = y2 = (yx)3 = 1 = t3 = [t,y] = [tRy], {t^t^y >
[t0 ti]2 — (23)

is isomorphic to 1/3(3) x 3.

3*4 , g
We now perform manual double coset enumeration of G = —?—X-------- over c*
[Vti]2 = (23)

We start with the double coset with representative word of length zero, namely NeN =
{Nen|n G N} = {Nnn_1en|n G N} = {Nen|n G N} = N. In our Cayley Diagram, we’ll
denote this double coset N by [*]. Now, N = S4 is transitive on the set of symmetric
generators {0,1,2,3} and therefore on their inverses {0,1,2,3}, Hence, the double coset

N has orbits {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}. It suffices to choose one representative from each
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orbit and ask to which double coset does Nt{ belong. Let us consider Nto. Because the

first double coset is simply our control group S4, Nto is not represented within it. Hence,
Nto is an element of the new double coset Ato A, denoted [0] in our Cayley Diagram. In
fact, because Nto, Atj, Nt2, and Nt^ are in the same orbit, they all are elements of [0].

Similarly, Nt^N ~ {A(tQ1)n|n G A} ~ {Atg1, Ntf1, Nt^1, Atg1} denoted [0].
Now we determine, for [0] and [6], to which double coset Ntotj and Nt^ti belong for one

ti from each orbit of TV0 and A°.

A0 = {n G A|(t0)n = to} = <(12), (13), (23)) = S3.
N° — 53 has orbits {0} and {1,2,3}.
Similarly, A° = S3 has orbits {0} and {1,2,3}.

So we need to consider the double cosets [00], [01], [00], [01], and [00], [01], [00], [01].

00 = 0

Ntoto = Nig 1 e

AZq

JA = [0].

00 = 0 => Atg Jto 1 = Nt0 G At0A = [0].

00 = NeN = N = NeN = 00 => Atotg1 = N = [*]. Likewise, Nt^1^ = N = [*].
The following four double cosets that remain are new double cosets with representative

words of length two: [01], [01], [01], and [01].
First let us look at [01] and [01].
M01) = MOi) = {1, (23)}.
We know that the number of distinct single cosets within [01] and [01] is
[Atl
24
IN]
|N(01)| = T = |y(oi)| ‘ Therefore, both [01] and [01] have 12 distinct single cosets.

The single cosets within [01] are:
Atoti

Ati to

At2tl
Atgti
Atot2
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A'AA
Nht2
Nt2to

Ntit5
Nt3to

Nt2t3
Nt3t2

The single cosets within [01] are:

Nt0-V
A^Vr1

W
ACt^tg1

w 1 ^1
AR^o1
ARf1^1

WV
w1^1
ARg1^1

By examining the coset stabilizing group for both [01] and [01], we see that the orbits of
M01> and M0I> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2,3}, {6}, {I}, and {2,3}.

Now let us consider double cosets [01] and [01].
FtlO gives:

[£q

i]2

=

(23)

Nt0 Jti£0

=> NtQ ati

= N(23)

= Nt} Ho

=>01 = 10
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So then TV(t(71ti)(01) = Nt^to = Nt^h => (01) 6 M01>.
This gives 7V<01) = {1, (01), (23), (01)(23)}

In addition, R.10 provides: 01 = 10 => 010 = 100 => 010 = I.

So then, Ol = 0010 = 10.
Therefore, ArCto^1/01) ~ Ytitg1 = ATtotJ"1-

Hence, we can say

= {1,(23), (01), (01)(23)} =
24
So, [01] and [01] have — = 6 distinct single cosets.
Below is a list of the six single cosets within [01] along with their equal names. As a form

of shorthand, we write each single coset with only their corresponding subscript.

01 - 10
21 - 12

31 - 13
02-20
03-30

23-32

Below is a list of the six single cosets within [01] along with their equal names. As a form

of shorthand, we write each single coset with only their corresponding subscript.

01 -10

21 - 12
31 — 13
02-20
03-30

23 - 32

The coset stabilizing groups M01\ M51) show that their orbits on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1},

{2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}.
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Expanding R9:
[toil]3 = (23)

=> TVtotBotBoti = N (23)
=> Ntotito = Ntf1^ 1tf1
=>010 = 101

Let us now determine to which double coset Ntopli belongs for one ti from each orbit of
are {0}, {1}, {2,3}, {0}, {I}, and {2,3}.

7V^01\ Recall that the orbits of

OJl = 01 => TVtotiti = Wi'1 G Ntot^N = [Oil,.
011 = 0 => IVtotit^1 = Nt0 E

NIqN

010 = 01 since 010 = 0100

— [0].
1001 = 101

1010

R9

RIO

0U = 01.
#10

=> Ntotito 1 = Nt0 1t11 G Nt0 1t11N = [01].

We know that N to t ito, Ntoti t2, and TV toilt2 1 are elements of the new double cosets [010],
[012], and [012], respectively. We’ll consider these new double cosets after while.
We now determine to which double coset
N^. Recall that the orbits of

belongs for one t, from each orbit of

are {0}, {1}, {2,3}, {6}, {1}, and {2,3}.

OH = 01 => Nto 1t{’1t"1 = MJ-Jti E Nt^hN = [01].
Oil = 0 => NtQ W = NtJ1 E Ntg 1<N = [0].
010^001 = 01 =>

^7% = Moti G NtotiN = [01].

#10

(010)C01) = 101^010 => MjjVto1 = Motito G MotitoN = [010].
R9

We know that Nt^ 1t^_1t2 and Nt^t^t^1 are elements of the new double cosets [012]
and [012], respectively. We consider these new double cosets after further work.
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We now determine to which double coset Nto^i 1ti belongs for one if from each orbit of
Recall that the orbits of

Oil = 01 =>

are {0,1}, {2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}.

= Ntffa G ATtotiAT = [01].
= Nt0 G NtQN = [0].

Oil = 0 =>

and 7Vtot{"1£21 are elements of the new double cosets [012] and

We know that

[012], respectively. We’ll return to these new double cosets after additional work.

We now determine to which double coset ATtg 1tjtf belongs for one t, from each orbit of

Recall that the orbits of jV^1) are {0,1}, {2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}.
Oil = 01 =>

NLq

1£i£i =

7V£q

1£f1 G NH^t^N = [01].

Oil = 0 => NtQ 'tit}1 = TVt"1 € Nt^N = [0].
We know that Nt^t^ and

are elements of the new double cosets [012] and

[012].
Now we want to consider the double cosets with representative words of length three.
Namely, double cosets: [010], [012], [012], [012], [012], [012], [012], [012], [012].
Consider [010].

First, note the following:

(010)(01) = 101

= iioi

= 1011
= 101

= 010

So then /V (toil io/01'1 = Ntitoh = NtotRo- Hence, M010^ = {e, (23), (01), (01)(23)} and,
[010] has six distinct single cosets. They are listed below with their equal names.
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010 - 101

212 - 121
313-131

020 ~ 202
030 ~ 303
232 - 323

The orbits of /A010) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {1,0}, {2,3}, and {2,3}. Let’s find to

which double coset

belongs for one ti from each orbit of AAo1o\ First, note the

following:

(0101)(01) = 1010

= 1101
= 01

Using what we’ve found, we can say the following:
0101 = 01

= [01].

Also, 0100 — 01 => AVoiiioi^1 = Ntoti G NtotiN = [01].

We know that Ntotitffa and Ntotitot^1 are elements of the new double cosets [0102] and

[0102], respectively.
We continue to consider double cosets with representative words of length three.
Consider [012].

The coset stabilizing group TV^012) = {e}, which implies that there exists twenty-four

distinct single cosets within [012]. All twenty-four single cosets are listed below with
their corresponding subscript.

22
012

102

210

312

021

032

013

120

201

132

302

023

031

213

103

230

310
321

123

301

203

130

231

320

The orbits of ?7(012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0} , {1} , {2}, {3}, {0} , {1} , {2}, and {3}. Let’s

find to which double coset Ntotititi belongs for one t{ from each orbit of jy(012).

0122 = 01 =>

1 = A*q*i

0122 = 012 => 77*o*i*2*2

=

G ?7*o*i77 = [01].

Ntoht^1 € 77*0*i*712V = [012].

0120 = 0102

JVto*i*2*o1 - WM1 e 77*0*1*0*2= [0102].

0121 = 0120 =>

2V*o*i*2*i =

0121 = 012

G Ntot^t^t^N = [0120].

Ntotitzt-1 = NtQtT1^1 € TVto*]"1*^x77 = [012].

We know that 7/*o*i*2*O)

7/*o*i*2*3>

and A*o*i*2*3 1 are elements of the new double cosets

[0120], [0123], and [0123], respectively.

Consider [012].
The coset stabilizing group 77<012) = {e, (03) (12)}, which can be shown via MAGMA. We

notice that there are twelve distinct single cosets within [012] and list them below along
with their equal names.

012 - 321

102 - 320
210 - 30l
312 - 021

021 - 312
032 - 123
013 - 231

120 - 302
201 - 310
132 - 023

23

031 ~ 213
103 - 230

The orbits of AA012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {1,2}, {0,3}, and {1,2}. Let’s find to which
double coset Ntotit^ti belongs for one if from each orbit of t\I012I
0122 = 01 => Ntoht^R2 =

e NioiiAT = [01].

0122 = 012 => Ntotitz Rg1 =

e Ntot]t2N = [012].

0120 = 012 => Ntoht^to = NtQ1ti1t2 e NtQ1ti1t2N = [012].

is an element of the new double coset [0120].

We know that
Consider [012].

The coset stabilizing group M°l2) = {e, (01), (23), (03)(12), (02)(13), (01)(23), (0213), (0312)},

shown via MAGMA. We know that there are three distinct single cosets within [012], We
list them and their equal names with their corresponding subscripts below.
012 ~ 102 - 013 - 321 - 230 ~ 103 ~ 231 ~ 320
210

120

213

301

032

123

031 ~ 302

312 - 132 ~ 310 - 021 - 203 ~ 130 - 201 ~ 023

The orbits of Al°X on

{q,

1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}. We consider Nto^i xi2ti

for one ti from each orbit of A^012) and fincl to which double coset it belongs.
0l22 = 01 =>

= [01].

1 = Nioij"1 G

0122 = 012 => NtQtY1t2t2 = IWrF1 £

= [012].

Consider [012].

We know via MAGMA that the coset stabilizing group X012) — {e, (01)}, implying that

there exists twelve distinct single cosets within [012]. These single cosets and their equal
names are listed below according to their corresponding subscripts.

012 ~ 102
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210 ~ 120
312 ~ 132

021 - 201
032 ~ 302

013 - 103
023 - 203
031 ~ 301
310 ~ 130
213 - 123
230 - 320

321 - 231

123 - 213

The orbits of M0*2) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, [0,1}, {2}, {3}, {2}, and {3}. We consider

for one h from each orbit of N<012> and find to which double coset it belongs.
0122 = 01 =>

X^2 = AtoB1 e AtoB1 N = [01].

0122 = 012 => NtQt^t^ti1 = Wtotf !t2 G NtoB^A = [012].
0l20 = 012 =>
= Ntotit2 G Ntotit^N = [012]. (shown via MAGMA)

We know from MAGMA that

\ and

X*31 316 dements

of the new double cosets [0123], [0120], and [0123], respectively.
Consider [012].

We note that R10 provides: 01 = 10
012 = 102
So N(tQ

= Nt^totz = Nt^t^.

=> (01) G M°12>.
Hence, .B012) = {c, (01)}. There exists twelve distinct single cosets within [012]. We list

them and their equal names below, according to their corresponding subscripts.
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012 - 102

210 ~ 120
312 - 132
021 - 201
032 - 302
023 - 203
031 - 301
310 - 130
213 - 123
013 - 103
230 - 320
321 - 231

The orbits of M512) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {2}, and {3}. We consider

for one ti from each orbit of A^012) and find to which double coset it belongs.
0122 = 01 => NtQ1t1t2t21 = ATto 1£1 6 Ntg1t1N = [01].
0122 = 012 =J>

= Aft^

0120 = 012 => ATto ^i^o1 =

1 G Nt^t^XAT = [012].
e

AC£q

XAC = [012].

We know via MAGMA that NtgHitzto, Ntg1^^, and

are elements of the

new double cosets [0120], [0123], and [0123], respectively.
Consider [012].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group

AT<°15) =

(23), (01)(23), (12) (03), (02)(13), (0312), (0213)}. So we know that there

are three distinct single cosets within [012]. We list these single cosets and their equal
names below, according to their corresponding subscripts.

012 - 103 - 321 - 230 - 320 - 231 - 102 - 013
210 - 123 ~ 301 - 032 - 302 ~ 031 - 120 ~ 213
312 - 130 - 021 - 203 - 023 - 201 - 132 - 310
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The orbits of A7^012^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}. We consider Nt01tit2 rti
for one ti from each orbit of

and find to which double coset it belongs.

0122 = 01 => 7V*o ^1*2 H2 = Nto'ti G A'*“UiA' = [01].
0122 = 012 =>

77*q

x*i*2 x*2 1 = 7V*q ^1*2 G

= [012].

Consider [012].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A’1^1’2) — {e, (03) (12)}. Listed below

are the twelve distinct single cosets within [012] along with their equal names. They are
listed according to their corresponding subscript.

012 - 321

102 - 320
312 - 021
032 - 123
013 - 231

120 - 302
201 - 311
132 - 023
031 - 213
103 - 230
301 - 211
203 - 130

The orbits of A^012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {1,2}, {0,3}, and {1,2}. We consider
77*o V *2ti for one ti from each orbit of Ar^012^ and find to which double coset it belongs.

0122 = 01 => Ntg 1*f1i2*21 = Nto V

Ni^t^N = [01].

0122 = 012 => 77*^ 1*f1*2*2 = Nt^t^ti1 G Nt^= [012].
0120 = 012 => 7/*o 1*71*2*o1 = YW2 1 6 Ntoht^N = [012].
0120 = 0120 =>

Consider [012].

7Z*q

1*f1*2*o = ^*0*1*2 X*o 1 e Aio*!*^1*^J77 = [0120].
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The coset stabilizing group 7V(012) ~ {e}. So there are twenty-four distinct single cosets
within [012]. We list them below according to their corresponding subscript.
012

102

210

312

021

032

013

120

201

132

302

023

031
123

310

213

103

230

321

231

301

203

130

320

The orbits of M5l2> on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2} , {3}, {0},
{2}, and {3}. We
consider Nt0 1t11t21ti for one if from each orbit of A^012) and find to which double coset
it belongs.
0122 = 01 =* ATig ^7^2 ^2 = NtQ
0122 = 012

NtQ

W1 = ATto 1^1i2 G Nt^

0120 = 0102 => NtQ ^7^2
0121 = 012 => Nig
0121 = 0120 =>

G ATtg ^AT = [01].

= ATiotifofc e

xti = ATtg 1t1t2

NIq1^1^1^1

=

g

= [012].

= [0102].

Nt^t^N = [012].

Nt^t^to G Nt^t^toN = [0120].

We know that Nt^t^t^tz, Nt^ 1t'f1t21ig \ and AT£g 1tf1t21t^1 are elements within the
new double cosets [0123], [0120], and [0123], respectively.

Let us now point our attention to double cosets with representative words of length four.

Namely, [0102], [0102], [0120], [0123], [0123], [0120], [0123], [0120], [0123], [0120], [0123],
[0123], [0123], [0120], and [0123].
Consider [0102].
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Take note of the following:

0102

1012
R9

=

10012

(01012)C01)

mo
=

10102

=

101002

=

noio2

R9

=

10012

RIO

=

1012

Hence, AT(toBo^/0^ ~ NtitoB2 = ABMoG and the coset stabilizing group B0102) =

{e, (01)}. We list the twelve distinct single cosets within [0102] below, along with their
equal names.
0102 - 1012
2120 ~ 1210
3132 ~ 1312

i

0201 ~ 2021
0302 ~ 3032
0103 - 1013
0203 ~ 2023
3130 ~ 1310
2123 - 1213
2320 - 3230
3231 ~ 2321
3031 - 0301

The orbits of AM0102) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {01}, {2}, {3}, {2}, and {3}. We consider
ATtoBo^i for one

from each orbit of AB102) and find to which double coset it belongs.
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01022 = 0102 => Nt0t1tQt2t2 = Ntotitot^ 1 G Ntotitot^N = [0102].

01022 = 010 => NRij/oRR X = Ntotito G NtoRtoN = [010].
01020 = 0120 => Ntohtohto = Nt^t^t^t^N G Nt^t^t^t^N = [0120].
01020 = 012 => NtotitQt2tQl = Nig
01023 = 0123 => Ntotrtohts1 =

1 G Nt^t^t^N = [012].
G Nt^titrf^N = [0123].

In addition to the last three statements, MAGMA provided that Ntotitot2ts is an element
of the new double coset [01023].
Consider [0102].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group N^0102) = {e, (01)}. Hence, there are

twelve distinct single cosets within [0102], which are listed below with their equal names.
0102 ~ 1012

2120 - 1210
3132 ~ 1312
0201 ~ 2021

0302 - 3032
0103 ~ 1013
0203 - 2023
0301 ~ 3031

3130 - 1310
2123 ~ 1213
2320 - 3230

3231 - 2321

The orbits of N^0102) on {0,1, 2,3} are {0,1}, {01}, {2}, {3}, {2}, and {3}. We consider
Ntotitot^ti for one ti from each orbit of N^0102) and find to which double coset it belongs.
01022 = 010 => Nio^iio^2 ^2 = Ntotito G Ntotit^N = [010].
01022 = 0102 => NtQtitQt2
01020 = 012 =7

1 = Ntotitot2 G Ntotitot2N = [0102].

= hltotit2 G Ntotit2N = [012].
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01020 = 0120 => NtQtrtQt^1 = M0tit2t0 e Ntot^toN = [0120].

01023 = 0123 =>

G Nptflt21t3N = [0123].

lf3 =

In addition to the last three statements, MAGMA provides Ntotitot2 1t3 1 is an element
of the new double coset [01023].

Consider [0120].

The coset stabilizing group /A0120) = {e}5 implying that there exists twenty-four distinct
single cosets within [0120], We list them below.

0120

1021

2102

3123

0210

0320

0130

1201

2012

1321

3023

0230

0310

3103

2132

1031

3203

3213

1231

3013

2032

1301

2312

3203

The orbits of TV^0120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We

consider Ntotifatoti for one F from each orbit of 7V(0120) and find to which double coset
it belongs.

01200 = 012 => Ntot^tot^1 = Ntot-[t2 G Ntot^N = [012].

01200 = 0120 => Ntot^tQto = NtQt1t2to 1 € Nt0tlt2t^1N = [0120].

01202 = 0120 =>
01202 = 0120 => Ntot^^ = NtQ

= [0120].

^01
Hq

1e

= [0120].

In addition to the last two statements, MAGMA provides that NtQt^toti, Ntot^tot^,

, and Ntot^tot^1 are elements within the new double cosets [01201], [01203],
[01201], and [01203], respectively.

Consider [0123].
The coset stabilizing group A/^0123) = {e}, implying that there exists twenty-four distinct
single cosets within [0123]. We list them below.
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0123

1023

2103

3120

0213

0321

0132

1203

2013

1320

3021

0231

0312

3102

2130

1032

2301

3210

1230

3012

2031

1302

2310

3201

The orbits of A^0123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {6}, {I}, {2}, and {3}. We
consider Ntot^t^ti for one ti from each orbit of N(°123) and find to which double coset
it belongs.

01233 = 012 => Ntotit2t3t^ 1 = A/to^i^2 G Ntot\t2N = [012].

01233 = 0123 => NtQtit2t3t3 = Ntot^t^1 G Ntot&t^N = [0123].
01232 = 0120 =>
01230 = 01203

= Ntohtf 1t^"1 G Ntotit^t^N — [0120].
= Ntot^tot^1 G Ntot^tot^1 N = [01203],

In addition to the last two statements, MAGMA shows that NtQtit2t3ti, Ntotit2t3t2,
NtoFand Ntot^tst^1 are elements within [01231], [01232], [01230], and [01231],
respectively.

Consider [0123].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group M0123) = {e, (01) (23), (02) (13), (03) (12)}.
The six distinct single cosets within [0123] are listed below, along with their equal names.
0123 ~ 1032 ~ 3210 ~ 2301
1023 ~ 0132 ~ 320'1 ^2310
2103 - 1230 ~ 3012 ~ 0321
3120 ~ 1302 - 0213 ~ 2031

1203

2130 ~ 3021

0312

2013 - 0231 - 3102 - 1320

The orbits of AA0123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3}, and {0,1,2,3}. We consider Ntot^t^

for one if from each orbit of AM0123) and find to which double coset it belongs.

01233 = 012 => NtQtit2t^xt3 = Ai0Fi2 G Ntot^N = [012].
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01233 = 0123 => Ntotit2t^H^1 = MoilW3 G W1M3 = [0123].

This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, Ntgt]t2t3

do not

move forward to any double coset with representative word of length five.
Consider [0120].

The coset stabilizing group 7V(0120) = {e}, implying that there exists twenty-four distinct

single cosets within [0120]. We list them below.
0126
0130

1021

2102

1201

2012

3123
1321

3103

3023

2132

1031

0230
2302

1231

3013

2032

1301

23l2

02l0

0320
0310
3213
3203

The orbits of M012°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {!}, {2}, and {3}. We
consider

f°r one ti from each orbit of TV^012^ and find to which double coset

it belongs.
01200 = 012 => Ntot^Hg Ho = Ntohtz1 e Ntoht^N = [012].
01200 = 012 => Ntotit2HgHg 1 — Ntg1t41t2 G NtgHiH2N — [012].

01201 = 0123 => NtghtiHg Hi = Nt0tit2t3 G Nt0tii2t3N = [0123].
01202 = 0124 => Ntohtz Hg H2 = Nt0tit2U e NtQtit2t4 = [0124].
01202 = 0120 => NtQtit^HgH^1 = NtgH^H-Hg1 G Ntg H^H^Hg 2N = [0120].

01201 = 01232 => Ntotit^HgHY1 = Nt0tit2t3t2 G Ntotfat&N = [01232].
01203 = 0123

^F1 = Nio ^1^2 ^F1 <= W^F^F^3

= [6123].

In addition to the last six statements, MAGMA shows that Ntotit2 1£0 ^3 is an element
within [01203].

Consider [0120].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group JV(0*2°) = {e, (02)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [0120] along with their equal names.
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0120 ~ 2102
1021 ~ 2012

3123 - 2132
0210 - 1201
0320 ~ 2302
0130 - 3103
1321 ~ 2312

3023 - 2032
0230 ~ 3203

0310 - 1301
1031 ~ 3013

3213 - 1231

The-orbits of M0*25) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {0,2}, {1}, {3}, {I}, and {3}. We consider
for one if from each orbit of JVt0120) and find to which double coset it

belongs.
01200 = 012 =>

1tQ 1i0 =

= [012].

G

01200 = 012 => Ntot^t^t^tQ1 = Ntot^ G NtQtxt2N = [012].

01203 = 01201 => NtotY1^X*31 = Ntot^tot^1 G Ntot^tot^N = [01201].
01201 = 01231 =►

= Nt0t1t2t3t~1

g Ntot^ht^N =

[01231].

In addition to the last three statements, MAGMA provides that

and

are elements of the new double cosets [01201] and [01203], respectively.
Consider [0123].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group A^0*23) — {e, (01), (23), (01)(23)}. We
list the six distinct single cosets within [0l23] along with their equal names.

0123 - 1023 ~ 1032 - 0132
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2103 - 1203 - 1230 - 2130
3120 - 1320 - 1302 - 3102
0213 - 2013 - 2031 - 0231

0321 - 3021 - 3012 - 0312
2301 - 3201 - 3210 - 2310

The orbits of 7V(°^23) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2,3}, and {2,3}. We consider
for one ti from each orbit of 7V(0123) and find to which double coset it

belongs.
01233 = 0l2 => Ntot^t^tst^1 = Ntotf1^1 G NtQt^t^N = [012].
01233 = 0123 => Ntot^t71t3t3 = TWf1^**31 € ARo*?1*?1*^1 = [0123].

01231 = 0102 => NtQtf1^1^1 = 77*0*1*0*21 6
01230 = 01023 => Ntot^1^ 1t3t0 =

77*o*i*o*2

77*o*i*o*2

±t31 e

1 = [0102].

77*o*i*o*2

x*31 = [01023].

MAGMA shows the last two statements.

Consider [0123].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group A^23) = {e, (01), (23), (01) (23)}. We
list the six distinct single cosets within [0123] along with their equal names.

0123 - 1032 - 1023 - 0132

2l03 - 1230 - 1203 - 2130
3120 - 1302 - 1320 - 3102

02l3 - 2031 - 2013 - 0231
0321 - 3012 - 3021 - 03l2
2301 - 3210 - 3201 - 23l0

The orbits of TV^3) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2,3}, and {2,3}. We consider
Ntot^t^t^ti for one ti from each orbit of N (°123) and find to which double coset it

belongs.
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01233 = 012 =>

1 e -Nioii lt2

xt2 X^3 X^3 =

= [012].

01233 = 0123 => TVioX1^ ^3^31 = Ntot^t^ R3 e Ntot^t^hN = [0123].
01231 = 01203 =>

= Nt^1^Rg **3 e Ntot^1^Ro

= [01203].

In addition to the last statement, MAGMA proves that Ntot^1^^3 F*

an element

of the new double coset [01231].
Consider [0120].

MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group N^120^ = {e, (02)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [0120] along with their equal names.

0120 - 2102
1021 ~ 2012

3123 - 2132
0210 - 1201
0320 - 2302
0130 ~ 3103

1321 ~ 2312

3023 ~ 2032
0230 - 3203
0310 ~ 1301
1031 - 3013

3213 ~ 1231

The orbits of A^0120) on {0,1,2,3} are {0, 2}, {0,2}, {1}, {3}, {1}, and {3}. We consider
NtQltit2toti for one ti from each orbit of Al0120) and find to which double coset it belongs,

01200 = 012 => Nt^t&totQ1 = Nt^tih G Nt^t^N = [012].
01200 = 0l2 =>

= NijR/F1

= [012].
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NtQ1tit2tot3,

In addition to the last statement, MAGMA shows that

are elements within the new double cosets [01201], [01203], [01201],

and

and [01203], respectively.

Consider [0123].

MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group A^123^ = {e, (01), (23), (01)(23)}. We

list the six distinct single cosets within [0123] along with their equal names.

0123 - 1023 ~ 0132 ~ 1032

2103 - 1203 ~ 2130 ~ 1230
3120

1320

3102

1302

0213 ~ 2013 - 0231 ~ 2031
0321 ~ 3121 - 0312 ~ 3012

2310 - 3210 - 2301 - 3201

The orbits of A/I°123) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2,3}, and {2,3}. We consider
for one ti from each orbit of AM0123) and find to which double coset it

belongs.

01233 = 012 =>

= Nt^ltp2 G

01233 = 0123 =>

= Nt^tyt^1 G

01231 = 01203 =>

= [0123].
= [0123].

= NtQ1t1t2iot31 E NtQ1t1t2t0t^1N = [01203].

In addition to the last statement, MAGMA shows that NtQltit2tsti is an element of the
new double coset [01231].

Consider [0123],
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group

aR°123^

= {e, (01), (23), (01)(23)}. We

list the six distinct single cosets within [0123] along with their equal names.

,
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0123 - 0132 - 1023 ~ 1032
2103 ~ 2130 - 1203 - 1230
3120 - 3102 ~ 1320 ~ 1302
0213 - 0231 - 2013 - 2031

0321 ~ 0312 ~ 3021 - 3012
2310 ~ 2301 - 3210 - 3201

The orbits of A^123^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2,3}, and {2,3}. We consider
for one ti from each orbit of N^0123) and find to which double coset it
belongs.
01233 = 012 => Nto

xt3 = Atg xtit2 G At^ xtit2N = [012].

01233 = 0123 => Ato 1tit2t3 xi31 = Nig1 Ws G Ntg xtit2t3N = [0123].

01231 = 0102 => Ato 1tit2i3 xti = Ntotitot2 G Ntotit0i2A = [0102].
01231 = 01023 => Atg xtit2t3 xt^x = Atotitot2t3 G Nt0tit0t2t3A = [01023].
MAGMA shows the last two statements.
Consider [0123].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group N^23) = {e, (01) (23), (02)(13), (03)(12)}.

We list the six distinct single cosets within [0123] along with their equal names.

0123 ~ 3210 ~ 1032 - 2301
1023 - 3201 ~ 0132 - 2310

2103 ~ 3012 - 1230 - 0321
3120 ~ 0213 ~ 1302 ~ 2031
1203 - 3021 ~ 2130 - 0312

2013 ~ 3102 ~ 0231 - 1320

The orbits of N^23^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3}, and {0,1,2,3}. We consider At01t1 xt2 xi3ti
for one if from each orbit of A^0123) and find to which double coset it belongs.
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01233 = 012

Nt^t^t^t^1 =

01233 = 0123 => A*o

G Nt^t/^N = [012].

x*3*3 =

G A*“

1^1 A = [0123].

This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, NtQ 1t11*21t3ti do
not move forward to any double coset with representative word of length five.

Consider [0120].

The coset stabilizing group A^0120^ = {e}. implying that there exists twenty-four distinct
single cosets within [0120]. We list them below.

0120

l02l

2102

3l23

0210

0320

0130

1201

20l2

1321

3023

0230

0310

3103

2132

1031

2302

32l3

1231

3013

2032

1301

23l2

3203

on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3}. We

The orbits of

for one ti from each orbit of A'40120) and find to which double

consider

coset it belongs.

01200 = 012 =>

X*o = Nt^tf1^1 G Aip

01200 = 0102

A*q

01202 = 0120 =>

A*q W

01202 = 0120 => A*q

U^A = [012],

= A*0*ii0*2 G N't0t1t0t2N = [0102].

W 1*g

xt21 = A*o*i*2*o G Nt^t^N = [0120].
x*q x*2

01201 = 01203 => A*q x*f x*2 X*o

= A*0*i*2
= A*q

1 e Nt^t^t^N = [0120].

xtit2*o*3 G A*p l*i*2*0*3Y = [01203].

In addition to the last statement, MAGMA shows that Nt^t^t^t^t^^ A*qx*^x*2 X*oX^iX»
and

A*q

1*71*2 %" X*31 are elements within the new double cosets [01203], [01201], and

[01203], respectively.

Consider [0123].
The coset stabilizing group A^0123) = {e}, implying that there exists twenty-four distinct

single cosets within [0123]. We list them below.
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0123

1023

2103

3120

0213

0321

0132

1203

2130

2013

1320

3021

0231

0312

3102

1032

2301

3210

1230

3012

2031

1302

2310

3201

on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {I}, {2}, and {3}. We

The orbits of

for one if from each orbit of TV^0123^ and find to which double

consider

coset it belongs.

01233 = 012 => Nt~^7^2^3^3 =

= [012].

1

01233 = 0123 =>

e Nt^t^t^N = [0123].

01232 = 0120 => Nt~ W x<3 xi2 = Ntotit21 G Wi*2

= [0120].

01232 = 01203 => ATtg

**3^ = [01203].

^3

1 = NtO*l*7lto X<3 e 1W1*2

01231 = 01201 =>

= Nt^t^toti 6 Nt^ 1tit2t0t1N = [01201].

01230 = 01203 =>

= AT^

W*3 € W\ 1t3N = [01203].

In addition to the last four statements, MAGMA shows that

A7q

^31^?1 anc^

are elements within the new double cosets [01231] and [01230], respec

tively.
All of the double cosets with representative words of length four have been considered.

We now investigate each double cosets with representative words of length five.
Namely, [01023], [01023], [01201], [01203], [01201], [01203], [01231], [01232], [01230],

[01231], [01203], [01201], [01203], [01231], [01201], [01203], [01201], [01203], [01231],
[01203], [01201], [01203], [01231], and [01230].
Consider [01023].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group Aft01023) = {e, (01)}, implying that there

exists twelve distinct single cosets within [01023]. We list them below along with their

equal names.
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01023 ~ 10123
21203 ~ 12103
31320 ~ 13120
02013 ~ 20213
03021 ~ 30321

01032 - 10132
02031 ~ 20231
03012 - 30312

31302 ~ 13102
21230 - 12130

23201 ~ 32301

32310 - 23210

The orbits of 7V^01023^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {2}, and {3}. We consider
for one it from each orbit of A^01023^ and find to which double coset it
belongs.

010233 = 0102 =>

1—

010233'= 0123 => NtQt1t0t2t3t3 =

G Ntot-itffaN = [0102].

e

= [0123].

010231 = 01231 => Ntotitot2t3ti = W= [01231].
010231 = 01201 => NtQtitffatstY1 — NtQ
€
N = [01201].

010232 = 01023 =>

= Ntohtot^N = [01023].

In addition to the last four statements, MAGMA shows that

is an element

of the new double coset [010232].

Consider [01023].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A'^01023^ = {e, (01)}, implying that there

exists twelve distinct single cosets within [01023]. We list them below along with their
equal names.
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01023 - 10123
21203 - 12103
31320 - 13120
02013 - 20213

03021 - 30321
01032 - 10132
02031 - 20231
03012 - 30312

31302 - 13102
21230 - 12130

23201 - 32301
32310 - 23210

The orbits of A/^01023) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {2}, and {3}. We consider
for one

from each orbit of 7V(01023) and find to which double coset it

belongs.

010233 = 0102 => Ntotitot^HyHs — Ntotitot^1 €
010233 = 0123 =>

— [0102].

= A^F^F^s G Nto^1^H3N = [0123].

010232 = 01023 => ACG Al£o^i^o^2^3-V = [01023].

010231 = 01201 => NtotM^t^ti = Ntot^oh € NtotfatotiN = [01201].
010231 = 01231 =>

010232 = 010232 =>

e Ntot^t^t^t^N = [01231].

= Ntoti^tsh G NtQt1tQt2t3t2N = [010232].

MAGMA has shown the previous five statements.
Consider [01201].

The coset stabilizing group yyl01201) = {e}, so there are twenty-four distinct single cosets

within [01201]. Below is the list of these single cosets.
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01201

10210

21021

31231

02102

03203

01301

12012

20120

13213

30230

02302

03103

31031

21321

10310

23023

32132

12312

30130

20320

13013

23123

32032

The orbits of AT(01201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {!}, {2}, and {3}. We
consider Ntot^tohti for one ti from each orbit of ,X01201) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

012011 = 0120

ATtoiitaioti*?1 = W1M) 6 NtotfatoN = [0120].

012011 = 01201 => Ntoti^totitr1 = Art0tit2Mr1 G Ntot^tot^N = [01201].

012010 = 01231 => Ntot^tohto = Ntot^1^R^R?1 G Ntot^t^t^Rf XA7 = [01231].
012012 = 01203 => Ntot^tot^1 = NtjRf Rg RjRg 1 e ATtg R7R2 R^R7xAT = [01203].
012013 = 01201 => Ntot^tot^1 = NijR^R^RjR^1 e Nig R^U^Rg R?1^ = [01201].
012010 = 01023 => Artotit2totito1 = A/ioRioX^3 1 e Ntotitot^t^N = [01023].

In addition to the last four statements, MAGMA shows that Artoiit2ioiit2 and NtotitJotih
are elements within the new double cosets [012012] and [012013], respectively.
Consider [01203].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group Al01203) = {e, (03)(12)}, implying that

there exists twelve distinct single cosets within [01203]. We list them below along with

their equal names.

01203 - 32130
10213 ~ 32031

21023 - 30132
31230 - 02103
03201 ~ 12310
01302 ~ 23120
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12013 - 30231
20123 ~ 31032

13210 ~ 02301
03102 ~ 21320

23021 - 10312
20321 ~ 13012

The orbits of N't01203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {0,3}., {1,2}, and {1,2}. We consider

f°r °ne t{ from each orbit of N't01203) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

012033 = 0120
012033 = 01203 => Nto*iW3*3 =

G NtQtit2tGN = [0120].
e Ntot^tot^N = [01203].

012031 = 01201 => Ntot^tohti1 =

G Nt^t^t^t^t^N = [01201].

In addition to the last statement, MAGMA shows that NtGtit2tGt3ti is an element of the
new double coset [012031].
Consider [01201].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^01201) — {e, (13)}, implying that there

exists twelve distinct single cosets within [01201]. We list them below along with their
equal names.

01201 ~ 03203
10210 ~ 13213
21021 ~ 23023
31231 ~ 30230
02102 ~ 03103

01301 ~ 02302
12012 ~ 13013
20120 - 23123
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31031 ~ 32032
21321 ~ 20320

10310 ~ 12312
32132 ~ 30130

The orbits of aA01201) on {0,1, 2,3} are {0}, {1,3}, {2}, {0}, {1,3}, and {2}. We consider

for one ip from each orbit of A^01201) and find to which double coset it

belongs.
012011 = 0120 =>
012011 = 01201 =>

= Ntotitzto € Ntotit2toN = [0120].
= Ntot^toh 6 Ntot^totiN = [01201].

012012 = 01203 =>

€ Ntot^t^t^N = [01203].

012010 = 0l20 => Aioii^^r^o = Ato^1^1^1

Afo^V^V^A = [0120].

012010 = 01231 => Aioii^ioif^o1 = NtQt^t^t^ti

G

Ntot^t^t^tiN = [01231].

In addition to the last three -statements. MAGMA shows that

is an

element of the new double coset [012012].
Consider [01203].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group ?R01203) = {e, (02) (13)}. The twelve

distinct single cosets within [01203] are listed below along with their equal names.

01203 ~ 23021
10213 - 23120

21023 - 03201
31230 ~ 20321
02103 - 13012
01302 ~ 32031

12013 - 03102
20123 ~ 13210

30231 - 21320
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02301 ~ 31032

10312 ~ 32130
12310 ~ 30132

The orbits of AfC01203) On {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider

1ti for one if from each orbit of jy(01203) and find to which double coset it
belongs.
012033 = 0120 => NtotititotJ1t3 = Ntat^to e Nttf-fatoN = [0120].
012033 = 01203 => Ntot^tot^1^1 = Ntot^tots £ Ntot^to^N = [01203].
012032 = 0123 => 7Wi*2*o*3 X*2 =

€ NtotMzN = [0123].

012032 = 01230 => JWi*2*o*3 ^2 1 =

€ Ntot^t^N = [01230].

MAGMA has shown us the previous two statements. This double coset is now closed

under right multiplication. That is, Ntot^tot^ti do not map to any double coset with

representative word of length six.
Consider [01231].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group TV^01231) = {e, (13)}. The twelve distinct

single cosets within [01231] are listed below along with their equal names.

01231 ~ 03213
10230 ~ 13203
21031 ~ 23013
31201 - 30210
02132 ~ 03123

01321 ~ 02312
12032 ~ 13023
20130 ~ 23103

31021 - 32012
21301 ~ 20310
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10320 - 12302
32102 ~ 30120

The orbits of aA01231) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1,3}, {2}, {0}, {1,3}, and {2}. We consider

Ntotit2t3titi for one ti from each orbit of A^01231) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

012311 = 0123 => Ntot^ht^1 = Ntotfatz G Ntot&tsN = [01231].
012311 = 01231 => Afo^BVi = NtotMatT1 G Ato^B^A = [01231].

MAGMA shows that Ntotitztstitz, AioiiBsBo,
, and AtoBsBito1 are
elements of the new double cosets [012312], [012310], [012312], and [012310], respectively.

Consider [01232].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group aB1232) = {e, (23)}. The twelve distinct

single cosets within [01232] are listed below along with their equal names.

01232 ~ 01323

10232 ~ 10323
21030 ~ 21303
31202 ~ 31020
02131 ~ 02313
03212 ~ 03121

12030 - 12303
20131 - 20313
13202 - 13020

30212 ~ 30121
23010 ~ 23101
32101 ~ 32010

The orbits of N<01232) on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2,3}, {0}, {1}, and {2,3}. We consider
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for one ti from each orbit of Aft01232) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

012322 = 0123 =>
012321 = 01201

X = A/7o£i£2^3 G Ntotit2t3N = [0123].
NtQtit2t3t2ti = Ntg 1tit2toti G Nt^t^totiN = [01201].

012320 = 01203. => NtotM^fato = NtgH^toh G NtgHjvtotzN = [01203].

012322 = 0120 => NtQt1t2t3t2t2 = Ntoht^tg1 G Ntot^Hg XA = [0120].
012321 = 012312 => MoMW?1 = W2W21 e Ntot^tzt^N = [012312],

In addition to the previous four statements, MAGMA shows that

an

element of the new double coset [012320].
Consider [01230],
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^01230) = {e, (03)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [01230] below along with their equal names.

01230 ~ 31203
10231 - 30213

21032 - 31023
02130 - 32103
03210 - 13201

01320 - 21302

12031 - 32013
20132 - 30123

02310 - 12301

10321 - 20312
23012 - 13021

23102 - 03120

The orbits of AC(°1230) on {0,1, 2, 3} are {0, 3}, {1}, {2}, {0, 3}, {l},,and {2}. We consider
Ntotit2t3toti for one

from each orbit of A^01230) and find to which double coset it
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belongs.
012300 = 0123 =>

1 = Ntotit2t3 G NtytytctsN = [0123].

012303 = 01203 => Ntotit^totz = Ntot^tot^ 1 6 Ntotfatot^N = [01203].
012302 = 012031 => Ntot^tstoh = Ntotit2tot3t1 G Ntot^to^N = [012031].

012301 = 012310 => Ntot^tstot"1 = NtQt1t2t3t1tQ1 G Ntoht^tit^N = [012310].
012302 = 012320 =>

1 = NtQtit2t3t2tQ 1 G NtQtit2t3t2tQ^N = [012320].

In addition to the previous four statements, MAGMA shows that Ntotit2t3tQti is an
element of the new double coset [012301].
Consider [01231].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group AV0123*) = {e, (01)}. Below is the list of
the twelve distinct single cosets within [01231], along with their equal names.

01231 - 10230
21031 - 12032
31201 - 13203
02132 - 20130
03213 - 30210

01321 ~ 10320
02312 ~ 20310
03123 ~ 30120
31021 ~ 13023
23013 ~ 32012
32102 ~ 23103

12302 ~ 21301

The orbits of aA0123V on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {0,1}, {2}, and {3}. We consider

AAoA
belongs.

for one ti from each orbit of A^01231) and find to which double coset it
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012311 = 0123 => A*0*i*2*3*F1*i = Yi0*i*2*3 G Ntot^hN = [0123].
012311 = 01231 =>

= A*0*i*2*3*i G

A*0*i*2*3*i77

= [01231].

012312 = 01203 => Ntot^ht^h = Ntotit^x*q x*s G Ntot1tT1tQ1t3N = [01203].
012313 = 0120 =>
012313 = 01201 =>

= Ntot^^o1
A*0*i*2*3*F1*F1

X*o 1?7 = [0120].

= Atoif1^1^1*! e Ato*?1*^1*iA = [01201].

In addition to previous three statements, MAGMA shows that A*o*i *2*3*1 *2

’s an

element of the new double coset [012312],

Consider [01203].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^012^) = {e, (03)}. We can list the

twelve distinct single cosets within [01203] along with their equal names.

01203 - 31230

10213 - 30231
21023 - 31032
02103 - 32130

03201 - 13210
01302 - 21320

12013 - 32031
20123 - 30132
02301 - 12310

03102 - 23120

10312 - 20321
23021 - 13012

The orbits of A<012°3) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {1}, {2}, {0,3}, {1}, and {2}. We consider
A*o*i*2

belongs.

1*o X*3*i f°r one *i fr°m each orbit of A^01203) and find to which double coset it
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012033 = 0120 =>

= Aiotit^to1 G Atoti^t^A = [0120].

012033 = 0123 => Atoiit^^o ^343 =

G Ni^t^t^t^N = [0123].

012031 = 01231 => Aioiii^1^1^1 = Mo$i Wf1 G WiWf1# = [01231].
012032 = 01201 => W1£

= Atoii W?1 € NtQtyt2tot^ N = [01201].

012032 = 012012 => Atoh^o ^3*2 = WiWfV € Atoii WF^A = [012012].
012031 = 012312 => Ntotit^to^ti =

G

A = [012312].

MAGMA shows the previous five statements.

Consider [01201].
MAGMA proves that the coset stabilizing group
W(oi2oi) _ {e, (02), (13), (01)(23),(02)(13),(03)(12), (0123), (0321)}. There exists three

distinct single cosets within [01201], which we list below, along with their equal names.

01201 ~ 12312 ~ 03203 ~ 30l30 ~ 23023 - 32132 ~ 10310 ~ 21021
10210 ~ 02302 ~ 13213 ~ 31031 - 23123 ~ 32032 ~ 01301 ~ 20l20

31231 ~ 12012 ~ 30230 - 03103 ~ 20320 ~ 02102 - 13013 - 21321

The orbits of aRoI2°R on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}. We consider

for one ti from each orbit of A<01201> and find to which double coset it belongs.
012011 = 0120 => NtQtfW= Nt^t^1 € Aio^1^1^1 A = [0l20].
012011 = 01231 => AtotF^a 1<o ^1*1 = WiWf1 G

A = [01231].

MAGMA has shown the last statement above. This double coset is now closed under

right multiplication. That is, Aioij-1^do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length six.

Consider [01203].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^0^3) = {e, (02), (13), (02)(13)}. There

are six distinct single cosets within [01203] that we list below, along with their equal
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names.

01203 ~ 03201 ~ 21023 - 23021

10213 ~ 13210 ~ 20123 ~ 23120
31230 ~ 30231 ~ 21320 ~ 20321

02103 ~ 03102 ~ 12013 - 13012
01302 - 02301 ~ 31032 ~ 32031

10312 ~ 12310 ~ 30132 ~ 32130

The cosets of Aloi203) on {071,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider
ATtotj Rg Rq R3ij f°r one R fr°m each orbit of M01203) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

012033 = 0l20 => /WfRs Ro1^1 = ^0X^2 F1
012031 = 01201 => Ntoti1^Rq RsR = WiWf1
012032 = 01231 =t> NtoifR^Ro R3^2 =
012032 = 0123 =>

N = [0120].

A'XRXoR'1 N = [01201].

^3 F <= NtQt\xt\-2RjfR^AT = [01231).

= Ntot^1^R31 G IW7R7R7F = [0123].

MAGMA shows the previous three statements. This double coset is now closed under

right multiplication. That is, Ntot^1^ 1^o R3R do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length six.

Consider [01231].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group JV^°^23R = {e, (23)}. The twelve distinct

single coset within [01231] are listed below along with their equal names.

01231 - 01321
10230 ~ 10320
21031 ~ 21301
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31201 - 31021

02132 ~ 02312
03213 - 03123
12032 ~ 12302

20130 - 20310

13203 ~ 13023
30210 - 30120
23013 ~ 23103

32102 - 32012

The orbits of

on {0,1,2, 3} are {2, 3}, {2, 3}, {0}, {1}, {0}, and {!}. We consider

Ntot-^t^t^ti for one ti from each orbit of ?A01231) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

012311 = 0123 => Ato<i 1t2 xi3 B xti

=

Wj X^2 X^3 1

G

Ntotf1^ 1t^1N

[0123]

012311 = 01203 ft- Ntot^t^t^t^tx — Ntot^t^o1^
G

Ntot^tz XBxi3W

=

[01203]

012312 = 01023 => Ntoif^2 xt3 xtf xt2 = NtotJot^1^1

G Ntotxtot^t^N
= [01023]
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012312 = 01201 => AM? ^2 ^3

1 = Ntot&tQti
G Ntot^tztotyN

= [01201]

012310 = 0120120 =>

1 =

1

= [0120120]

012310 = 01201202 =>

^21

= [01201202]

MAGMA shows the previous five statements.

Consider [01201].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group Aft01201) = {e, (02)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [01201] below, along with their equal names.

01201 ~ 21021
10210 ~ 20120
31231 - 21321
02102 ~ 12012

03203 ~ 23023
01301 ~ 31031
13213 - 23123
30230 - 20320
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02302 - 32032
03103 - 13013

10310 - 30130
32132 - 12312

The orbits of A7^1201) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {0,2}, {1}, {3}, {1}, and {3}. We consider
A*F1*i*2*o*i*i for one ti from each orbit of A^01201) anj find to which double coset it

belongs.
012011 = 0120 => Nt^^tohtY1 =• A*o

012011 = 01201 =>

6 Nt^t^toN = [0120].

= Nt^t^toq1 G Nt^lt1t2t^1N = [01201].
X*3X*FX

012012 = 01231 =>

012012 = 0123 => A*FX*i Wi*21 = Aig x*f1*F1*31 e

X*3 1t/1N = [01231].

X*F XA = [0123].

012013 = 01201 =4> A*q x*i*2*o*i*31 - Atoti^o ^F1 € A*o*i*7x*o 1*f1A = [01201].

012013 = 012312 => Nt^t^totits = A*o*i*2*3*i*FX G

A*0*i*2*3*i*FXA

= [012312].

MAGMA proves the last four statements.

Consider [01203].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^1203^ = {e, (02)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [01203] below,, along with their equal names.

01203 - 21023

10213 - 20123
31230 - 21320

02103 - 12013
03201 - 23021
01302 - 31032

13210 - 23120
30231 - 20321

02301.— 32031
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03102 ~ 13012

10312 ~ 30132
32130 - 12310

The orbits of AT^1203) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {0,2}, {1}, {3}, {1}, and {3}. We consider
for one

from each orbit of

aM01203)

and find to which double coset it

belongs.

012033 = 0120 =>

G Nt^t-fatoN = [0120].

A^q

012033 = 01203 => Aftg

= WNto ^^2^3 1N = [01203].

012032 = 01201 => Artg1tii2io^3*2 ==
012032 = 0120 => A^g

012031 = 01232 => Wo

1=

G Ntg

^0 1 £ Nto ^1^2 X*o

xig ^AT = [01201].

= [0120].

1 = ATtoii42^3^2 G A^ioii^2^3i2A^ = [01232].

012031 = 012320 => Mo^Wi = Ntot^312*01 G ATtotiMs^o1N = [012320].
MAGMA has shown the previous four statements.

Consider [01201].
MAGMA shows that coset stabilizing group

^(01201) = {e, (02), (13), (01)(23), (02)(13), (03)(12), (0123), (0321)}. Hence, there axe
three distinct single cosets within [01201]. We list them below, along with their equal

names.

01201 - 32132 - 21021 ~ 03203 ~ 10310 ~ 12312 ~ 30130 - 23023
10210 - 32032 - 20120 ~ 13213 - 01301 - 02302 ~ 31031 ~ 23123
31231 - 02102 - 21321 ~ 30230 ~ 13013 - 12012 - 03103 - 20320

The orbits of AT^120^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2, 3}. We consider Nt0
for one ti from each orbit of A^01201) and find to which double coset it belongs.
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612011 = 6120 =>

= NtgH^tQ G Ntgltit2t0N = [6120].

612011 = 01201 => NtgHitrtotiHi1 = Ntg 1iii2toti 6 NtgH^tcfaN = [01201].

This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, Nt^tit^ot^ti do

not move forward to any double coset with representative word of length six.
Consider [01203].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group AT^1203) = {e, (02), (13), (02)(13)}. This

shows that there exists six distinct single cosets within [01203]. We list these single cosets

below, along with their equal names.

61203 - 03201 - 21023 - 23021

10213 - 13210 - 20123 - 23120
31230 - 30231 - 21320 - 20321
02103 - 03102 ~ 12013 - 13012

01302 ~ 02301 - 31032 - 32031

The orbits of AC^1203) on {0,1,2, 3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {6,2}, and {1,3}. We consider
Nip
belongs.

f°r one

012033 = 0120
012033 = 01203 =>

from each orbit of Ari01203) and find to which double coset it

**3 =
A7q

1t1t2t0 G NtgHitrfoN = [0120].

1t1t2tQt^1t^ = Ntg 1t1t2tQt3 6 Vip 1i1i2i0£3AC = [01203].

012032 = 0123 => NtgHihtQt^ = Ntg 1t1t2t3 G Ntg1t1t2t3N = [0123].
612032 = 01231 => NtgHihtot^1 =

G NtgHfahtiN = [61231].

MAGMA proves the previous two statements. This double coset is now closed under

right multiplication. That is, Ntg1tit2tQt'^1ti do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length six.

Consider [01231].
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MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group N^1231) = {e, (23)}. We know that there
exists twelve distinct single cosets within [01231]. We list them below, along with their

equal names.

01231 - 01321
10230 - 10320

21031 - 21301
31201 - 31021 '

02132 - 02312
03213 - 03123

12032 - 12302
20130 - 20310

13203 - 13023
30210 - 30120

23013 - 23103
32102 - 32012

The orbits of N<°1231) on {0,1,2,3} are {2,3}, {2,3}, {0}, {1}, {6}, and {I}. We consider
for one from each orbit of at(°1231) and find to which double coset it

belongs.
012311 = 0123 =>

e

= [0123].

012312 = 01201 => NtQ1t1t2t3txt2 =

G

G'bj”1 N = (01201).

012312 = 01023 => Nt^t^tztxt^1 = Ntotitot^tz E Ntotitot^tzN = [01023].
012311 = 01203 =>

= N£q

1

N

N = [01203].

In addition to the previous three statements, MAGMA shows that Nt^tiivtztito and
Nig

1 are elements of the new double cosets [012310] and [012310], respectively.

Consider [01203].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group N^253) = {e, (02)(13)}. We list the
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twelve distinct single cosets within [01203] below, along with their equal names.

01203 - 23021

10213 - 23120
21023 ~ 03201
13210 ~ 20123
30231 - 21320
10312 ~ 32130
12310 ~ 30132
20321 ~ 31230
13012 - 02103

32031 ~ 01302
12013 - 03102
30231 - 21320

The orbits of A^*2^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider
f°r one ti from each orbit of N't01203) and find to which double coset
it belongs.
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012033 = 0120 => ATtg RfR2 Rq R3tg 1 — ivt0 Rx R2 Ro 1
6 Nt0 Rx 1t2 1t01N

= [0120]
012033 = 01203 => NtjRfRg RjR3t3 = A/t0 t± i2 R R

€ wRrR^RoRs1

[01203]
012032 = 01230 => TVig R^R2 RjR3i2 =

x t2 t3 t0

e Nto R R R Ro1

= [01230]
012032 = 0123 => AT^RfRg Rq ^3*21 = wRfR^Rs1

e NtQ1!^1^1!^1 N

= [0123]

MAGMA shows the previous two statements. This double coset is now closed under right
multiplication. That is, Nl^t^t^to

do not move forward to any double coset with

representative word of length six.

Consider [01201].
The coset stabilizing group X01201) — {e}, go there exists twenty-four distinct single
cosets within [01201], which we list below.
01201

10210

21021

31231

02102

03203

01301

12012

20120

13213

30230

02302

03103

31031

21321

10310

23023

32132

12312

30130

20320

13013

23123

32032

The orbits of M0l2°R on {0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {1}, {2}, and {3},. We
consider Nt^t^t^t^t^ti for one ti from each orbit of

aA01201)

and find to which
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double coset it belongs.

: At0 \ xi2 %1
G A£o1t1 rt2 % XA

012011 = 0120 => A*q

=

= [0120]

012012 = 01203 =>

NtQ}t^1t21t^t-1t2

=

A£o*i*2*o*3

£

A£o*i*2*o*3A

= [01203]

012013 = 01201 => Atg

^0

= Ntot^toti
e A£o*i*2*o*uA
= [01201]

012010 = 01023 => Atg lt^t2 h^t-ho = Ario*l*0*2*3

G A£o*i*o*2*3A

= [01023]

012011 = 01203 => Atp ^F^F^o ^F^F1 = Ai0Xii *2*0*3
€

A£q

1*i£2*o*3A

= [01203]

012010 = 01231

=> Nt^

xt2 ^F^F^o 1 = A£o1£i£2*3*i

E

A£q 1*i*2*3*iA

= [01231]
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012013 = 012013 =*>

1*F1*31

=

Aio*l*2*O*l*3

6

A*o*1*2*O*1*3A

= [012013]

012012 = 012031 =>

1

=

A*o*1*2*O*3*1

E

A*o*l*2*O*3*l A

= [012031]

MAGMA has shown the previous seven statements.

Consider [01203].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A<51555> = {e, (03)(12)}. We list the
twelve distinct single cosets within [01203] below, along with their equal names.

01203 - 32130

10213 - 32031
21023 - 30132
31230 - 02103

03201 - 12310

01302 - 23120
12013 - 30231
20123 - 31032
13210 - 02301
10312 - 23021
20321 - 13012

The orbits of A<°x503) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {1,2}, {0,3}, and {1,2}. We consider
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At0

^2 % X^3

l°r one

from each orbit of A^01203) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

012033 = 0120 => Atp^3 ^3 =
g

1

A£q

Ato^r1^1^1^

= [0120]

012033 = 01203 =>

=

rt3

AIq

1^o

G

= [01203]

012031 = 01023 => Aig 1i71^2 X^o X^3

= Ntohtot^1^1

G

Ato^i tot2 1 ^3 1A

= [01023]

012031 = 012012 => Atg

= Afotit2toM2
G NtQt\t2tot\t2N

= [012012]

MAGMA has shown the previous two statements.

Consider [01231].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A<6155^ = {e, (13)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [01231] below, along with their equal names.
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01231 - 03213

10230 ~ 13203
21031 - 23013
31201 - 30210

02132 - 03123
01321 ~ 02312

12032 - 13023
20130 - 23103

31021 ~ 32012

21301 ~ 20310
10320 - 12302

32102 - 30120

The orbits of

on {0,1,2,3} are {1,3}, {1,3}, {0}, {2}, {0}, and {2}. We consider

Nt^t^t^t^t^ti for one ti from each orbit of N^01231) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

012311 = 0123 => N70 1t1 R2

XR R1 = A70 XR XR XR 1
G Nt» R;R2 R3 1JV
= [0123]

012311 = 01201 => Nig R^RgR^RfR?1 = WR1W1

G Nt^t^totiN

= [01201]

012312 = 012312 => Nig RfR2R3 Rf R2 1 = Ntot^tst^

G Ntotit2t3tit2N

= [012312]
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012312 = 012312

Aig ^F^F^F^F1^ = AfotiWF^F1
G

A*o*l*2*3*F1*2 XA

= [012312]

In addition to the previous three statements, MAGMA shows that A*^1*F1*2 X*31*F1*o

and

X*3 1*F1*o1 3X6 elements of the new double cosets [012310] and [012310],

respectively.
Consider [01230].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^X23^ = {e, (03)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [01230] below, along with their equal names.

01230 - 31203

10231 - 30213
21032 - 31023
02130 - 32103

03210 - 13201
01320 - 21302

12031 - 32013
20132 - 30123
02310 - 12301

03120 - 23102
10321 - 20312

23012 - 13021

The orbits of a(5x23S> on {0,1,2,3} are {0,3}, {0,3}, {1}, {2}, {!}, and {2}. We consider
f°r one
it belongs.

from each orbit of A<01230) and find to which double coset
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012300 = 0123 => NtQh^t^t^t^tQ =

1

G Atg 1*F1*71*3 1N

= [0123]

012300 = 01203 ==>

A*q

1*F1*21*3 1*o 1*o 1

G

A*q

= [01203]

012302 = 012012

=

A*q*1*2*0*1*2

G

A*o*1*2*O*1*2A

= [012012]

012301 = 012310 -!> A*o 1*11t2 1*31*01ij = Nt01*11i21*3 1*11*o

= [012310]

012302 = 012012 => NtQ1t^1t21t^1tQ1t2 =

G Ntot^tat^t^N
= [012012]

In addition to the previous four statements, MAGMA shows that

is an element of the new double coset [012301].

A*q

1*F1*2 ^3

1*?1
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We have considered all of the double cosets with representative words of length five.
We now want to consider all of the double cosets with representative words of length
six. Namely [010232], [012012], [012013], [012031], [012012], [012312], [012310], [012312],

[012310], [012320], [012301], [012312], [612310], [012310], [012310], [012310], and [012301].
Consider [010232].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group
^(010232) = {e>(01), (23), (01)(23),(02)(13),(03)(12), (0213), (0312)}. We list the three

distinct single cosets within [010232] below, along with their equal names.

010232 - 232010 -101232 - 101323 - 323101 ~ 010323 - 323010 - 232101
212030 - 030212 -121030 - 121303 - 303121 - 212303 ~ 303212 - 030121

313202 - 202313 -131202 - 131020 - 020131 - 313020 - 020313 - 202131

The orbits of /A010232) on{0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {6,1,2,3}.

We consider
double coset it belongs.

for one ti from each orbit of j'A010232) and find to which

0102322 = 01023 =>
0102322 = 01023 =>

G Ntgtrtot2t3N = [01023].
6

= [01023].

MAGMA shows the previous statement. This double coset is now closed under right

multiplication. That is,

do not move forward to any double coset with

representative word of length seven.

Consider [012012].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group _/v(°12012) = {e, (23)}. We list the twelve

distinct single cosets within [012012] below, along with their equal names.
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012012 ~ 013013

102102 ~ 103103
210210 - 213213
312312 - 310310

021021 ~ 023023

032032 - 031031
120120 - 123123
201201 - 203203
132132 - 130130

302302 ~ 301301
230230- 231231

321321 - 320320

The orbits of Ar(oi2Oi2) on

NtQtit2totit2ti

for one

ti

1? 2j 3} are (2,3}, {2,3}, {0}, {1}, {0}, and {I}. We consider
from each orbit of A^012012) and find to which double coset it

belongs.

0120122 = 01201 => Ntot^tot^tz1

= Ntot^toti
G Ntot]t2totiN
= [01201]

0120122 = 01203 => Ntotit2totlt2t2

=
G

[01203]

0120121 = 01230 =>

=
G
[01230]
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0120121 = 012012 =>

= Atoii Wf1*?1
e Ntotitztot^-t^N
= [012012]

In addition to the previous three statements, MAGMA shows that Ntot^tot^to and
1 are elements within the new double cosets [0120120] and [0120120], re

spectively.

Consider [012013].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group N’t012013) = {e, (01) (23), (02) (13), (03) (12)}.
This double coset has six distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal

names.

012013 ~ 103102 - 321320 - 230231
102103 ~ 013012 - 320321 - 231230

210213 ~ 123120 ~ 301302 - 032031
312310 ~ 130132 - 021023 - 203201

120123 ~ 213210 - 302301 - 031032
201203 - 023021 - 310312 - 132130

The orbits of A'(°12013) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}. We consider
Ntotxtztotxtsti for one ti from each orbit of
belongs.

n(°12013)

and find to which double coset it
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0120133 = 01201 => Niotii2iotiRt31 =

G ATioiiRioRAT

= [01201]

0120133 = 01201 => TVioti^o^iRR ~ Aft^RfR^ ^Rf1
g

2VYJR7R2 Ro

= [01201]

MAGMA shows the previous statement. This double coset is now closed under right
multiplication. That is, ATtoRRtoiifoR do not move forward to any double coset with
representative word of length seven.

Consider [012031].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group 7\d012031) = {e, (13)}. The twelve distinct

single cosets within [012031] are listed below, along with their equal names.

012031 ~ 032013
102130 ~ 132103

210231 - 230213
312301 - 302310
021032 ~ 031023
013021 ~ 023012

120132 ~ 130123
201230 ~ 231203

310231 -320312
213201 - 203210

103120 - 123102
321302 ~ 301320
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The orbits of A^012031^ on {0,1,2,3} are {1, 3}, {1,3}, {0}, {2}, {0}, and {2}. We consider

A*o*i*2*o*3*i*i for one ti from each orbit of A<012031) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

0120311 — 01203 => Aio*i*2*o*3*i*i * = Aio*i*2*o*3
G

A*o*1*2*O*3A

= [01203]

0120311 = 61201 => A*o*i*2*o*3*i*i

—

= [01201]

0120312 = 612310 =>

A*o*i*2*o*3*i*2

= Atg xti*2*3*i*o
G A*F1*l*2*3*l*oA

= [012310]

0120310 = 012320 => Ai0*i*2*o*3*i*o = A^i^W1
Aio*l*2*3*2*o

G

1A

= [012320]

0120310 = 01230 => AtoiiWWF1 = A*o*i*2*3*o
G

A*o*l*2*3*oA

= [01230]
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In addition to the previous four statements, MAGMA provides that Ntotxt2tot3tit21 is
an element of the new double coset [0120312].
Consider [012012].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A/J0120*2) = {e, (02), (13), (02)(13)}. This

double coset has six distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal

names.

012012 - 210210 - 032032 - 230230

102102 - 201201 - 132132 - 231231
312312 - 213213 - 302302 - 203203

021021 - 120120 - 031031 - 130130
013013 - 310310 - 023023 - 320320
103103 - 301301 - 123123 - 321321

The orbits of A^0120*2) on {0,1, 2, 3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider

for one ti from each orbit of AZl012012) and find to which double coset
it belongs.

0120122 = 01201 => Ntot^tot'fHz^ =

A'MiMoB

= [01201]

0120121 = 012012 =>

= Aioiii2io^i^2

G

Ntot^tot-^N

= [012012]
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0120121 = 01230 => Ntotit2toti lt21t1 1 = Nt01t11t21i3

1

= [01230]

0120122 = 01203 => Ntotit2tot1 lt2 lt2 1 = Ntot\t21i0 xt31
€ Ntotit^tQ 1t31N
= [01203]

MAGMA has shown the previous three statements. This double coset is now closed under
right multiplication. That is, Ntotit2totflt21ti do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length seven.

Consider [012312].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group aM012312) = {e, (02), (13), (02)(13)}. This

double coset has six distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal
names.

012312 ~ 230130 ~ 210310 - 032132

102302 - 231031 ~ 201301 - 132032
312012 - 203103 - 213013 - 302102
021321 ~ 130230 ~ 120320 ~ 031231
013213 ~ 320120 ~ 310210 ~ 023123

The orbits of A^012312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider
Ntotit2t3tit2ti for one ti from each orbit of A^012312) and find to which double coset it
belongs.
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0123122 = 01231 =>
G

NtQtit2t3tiN

= [01231]

0123121 = 01231 => Ntatitztstitzti — Nt0 1£11i2 1i3 1i1 1

= [01231]

0123122 = 012312 => Ntotr^tihh
G NtQtitztstit^N
[012312]

0123121 = 012312 =>

=

1

= [012312]

MAGMA has shown the previous three statements. This double coset is now closed under

right multiplication. That is, Ntot^ht^ti do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length seven.

Consider [012310].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group
N(oi23io) = {6j (02); (13)5 (01)(23), (02)(13), (03)(12), (0123), (0321)}. This double coset

has three distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal names.
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012310 - 123021 - 103201 - 230132 ~ 301203 - 032130 - 210312 - 321023
102301 ~ 023120 - 013210 - 231032 ~ 310213 - 132031 - 201302 - 320123

312013 - 120321 - 130231 - 203102 - 031230 - 302103 - 213012 - 021320

The orbits of /A012310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}.
We consider
for one ti from each orbit of 7v(012310) and find to which
double coset it belongs.

0123100 = 01231 => NtQtit2t3titQtg1 = NtotJ^tsti
6

Ntot^tstiN

= [01231]

0123100 = 012310 =>• Ntotitztstitoto = Ntot}t2t3titQ x
G Ntotititztit^N
= [012310]

This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, Ntot^t^titoti do
not move forward to any double coset with representative word of length seven.
Consider [012312].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group /A012312) = {e, (02), (13), (02)(13)}. This

double coset has six distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal
names.
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012312 ~ 230130 ~ 210310 ~ 032132

102302 - 231031 ~ 201301 - 132032
312012 - 203103 - 213013 ~ 302102

021321 - 130230 ~ 120320 ~ 031231
013213 - 320120 - 310210 ~ 023123
103203 - 321021 - 301201 ~ 123023

The orbits of jv(012312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider
A*o*i*2*3*i*F

f°r one

from each orbit of jy^012312) and find to which double coset it

belongs.

0123122 = 01231 =>

=

At0*l*2*3*l

G

A*q*i*2*3*1 A

= [01231]

0123122 = 012312

A*0*i*2*3*i*F1*2 1

=

A*o*1*2*3*1*2

e

A*0*l*2*3*l*2 A

= [012312]

0123121 = 01232

=

A*o*1*2*3*2

6

A*q*1*2*3*2A

= [01232]

0123121 = 01201 =>

= A*o 1*i*2*0* 1
€ A*o 1*i*2*0*1A

= [01201]
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MAGMA has shown the previous two statements. This double coset is now closed under

do not move forward to any double coset

right multiplication. That is,
with representative word of length seven.

Consider [012310].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group X012310) = {e, (02), (13), (02)(13)}. We

list the six distinct single cosets within [012310] below, along with their equal names.

012310 - 210312 - 230132 - 032130
102301 - 201302 - 231032 - 132031

312013 - 213012 - 203102 - 302103
021320 - 120321 - 130231 - 031230
013210

310213

320123

023120

103201 - 301213 - 321023 - 123031

The orbits of jX012310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider

R» f°r one R from each orbit of jyl012310) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

0123100 = 01231 => ATioRWito

= ATioRRfcti
6 Ntot^tzhN

= [01231]

0123100 = 012310 =>

= Ntotit2t3tito
G Ntot^tstitoN

= [012310]
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0123101 = 01230 =>

A*o*i*2*3*i*F1*i

=

A*o*l *2*3*0

G

A*o*i*2*3*oA

= [01230]

0123101 = 012301 => At0*i*2*3*iV*r1 =
G

A*0*l*2*3*0*l

A*o*1*2*3*O*1 A

= [012301]

MAGMA has shown the previous two statements. This double coset is now closed under

right multiplication. That is, A*o*i*2*3*i*o
with representative word of length seven.

do 110,3 move forward to any double coset

Consider [012320].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^01232^ = {e, (01), (23), (01)(23)}. This
double coset has six distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal

names.

012320 - 013230 - 102321 - 103231
210302 - 213032 - 120301 - 123031

312023 - 310203 - 132021 - 130203
021310 - 023130 - 201312 - 203132

032120 - 031210 - 302123 - 301213
230102 - 231012 - 320103 - 321013

The orbits of A^012320) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}. We consider
A*o*i*2*3*2*o

belongs.

for one ti from each orbit of A^012320) and find to which double coset it
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0123200 = 01232 => Nt0*i

=

E Ntot&i^N
= [01232]

0123202 = 01230 => NioFBsW**2

= Ntotit2t3tQ
E Ntotit2t3toN
= [01230]

0123200 = 01203 =>

E Ntg h^totsN
= [01203]

0123202 = 012031

=> Ntot1t2t3t2tQ1t21 = NtQtxt2tot3ti
E NtQtxt2tot3txN
= [012031]

MAGMA shows the previous three statements. This double coset is now closed under
right multiplication. That is,

A7o£iB3Bo

not rnove forward to any double coset

with representative word of length seven.

Consider [012301].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group aB12301) = {e, (01), (03), (13), (013), (031)}.

This double coset has four distinct single cosets, which we list below along with their equal

names.
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012301 - 312031 ~ 302130 ~ 102310 - 032103 ~ 132013
210321 - 310231 - 320132 ~ 120312 - 230123 - 130213

021302 - 321032 - 301230 - 201320 - 031203 - 231023
013201 - 213021 ~ 203120 ~ 103210 ~ 023102 ~ 123012

The orbits of jv(012301) on {0,1,2,31 are {0,1,3}, {0,1,3}, {2}, and {2}. We consider
for one ti from each orbit of 7\R012301) and find to which double coset it
belongs.

0123011 — 01230 => Ntotit2t3tQtxt11 = Atoti^3^o

G NtQtit2t3tQN

= [01230]

0123011 = 012310

Ntot^tstohti — Moii *2^1*01

G

NtQtit2t3titQ lN

= [012310]

0123012 = 0120312 =>

1

—
G

,Aiotii2/oi3^ii2 1A

= [0120312]

In addition to the previous two statements, MAGMA shows that Ntot-fatstot^ is an
element of the new double coset [0123012],
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Consider [012312].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^0123l2> = {e, (01), (23), (01)(23)}. We

list the six distinct single cosets within [012312] below, along with their equal names.

012312 ~ 102302 - 013213 - 103203

210310 - 120320 - 213013 - 123023
312012 - 132032 - 310210 - 130230
021321 ~ 201301 - 023123 ~ 203103
032132 ~ 302102 - 031231 - 301201
230130 ~ 320120 ~ 231031 - 321021

The orbits of A^012312) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}. We consider
f°r one it fr°m each orbit of A^012312) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

0123122 = 01231 =>

^2 ^2 —

1

= [01231]

0123121 = 012312 => Ntotit2t3tL1t2 xii = NtQtjfatztiib

6 NtQt]t2t3t\t2N
= [012312]
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0123121 = 01231 => Ntotit2t3t1 H2

1 = Nt01£1 H2 x£31t11

Nt^t^t^t^tf1 N

G

= [01231]

0123122 = 01203 =>

= Ntoht^tg1^
G

Ntgtit^t^hN

= [01203]

MAGMA shows the previous three statements. This double coset is now closed under

right multiplication. That is, Ntot^tzt^H^Hi do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length seven.

Consider [012310].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group

ac(°12310)

— |C) (01), (23), (01)(23)}. We

list the six distinct single1 cosets within [012310] below, along with their equal names.

012310 - 102301 - 013210 - 103201

210312 - 120321 - 213012 - 123021
312013 - 132031 - 310213 - 130231

021320 - 201302 - 023120 - 203102
032130 - 302103 - 031230 - 301203
230132 - 320123 - 231032 - 321023

The orbits of

ac^12310^

on {0,1,2,3} are {0,,l}, {2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}. We consider

NtgHitztztitoti for one ti from each orbit of A^012310) and find to which double coset it
belongs.
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0123100 = 01231 => NtQ 1*i*2*3*i*0*F1

=

Nto 1*i*2*3*i

= [01231]

0123100 = 012310 => A*g x*i*2*3*i*o*o = A*J x*i *2*3*1*^

G Aig x*i*2*3*i*o JA

= [012310]

0123102 = 012031 =>

A*q 1*i*2*3*i*o*F1

=

A*o*i*2*o*3*i

G

A*o*i*2*o*3*i A

= [012031]

0123102 = 0120312 => A*qX*i*2*3 *1*0*2 = .

G

A*o*i*2*o*3*i*F1
A*o*1*2*O*3*1*F1-^

= [0120312]

MAGMA shows the previous two statements.

Consider [012310].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group
A(012310) = {e, (01), (23), (01)(23), (02)(13), (03)(12), (0213), (0312)}. There are three

distinct single cosets within [012310], which we list below with their equal names.
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012310 - 230132 - 013210 - 321023 - 231032 - 103201 - 102301 - 320123
210312 - 032130 - 213012 - 301203 - 031230 - 123021 - 120321 - 302103

312013 - 203102 - 310213 - 021320 - 201302 - 130231 - 132031 - 023120

The orbits of A^12310) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}
We consider NtQ1tit2t3titQ1ti for one ti from each orbit of a(012310> and find to which

double coset it belongs.

0123100 = 01231 => Nt^t^htit^to = A^iiWi
G

A*o1 *1*2*3*! N

= [01231]

0123100 = 012310 => A*F1*i*2*3*i*F1*o1 =
6

A*F1*i*2*3*i*o

A*o 1*1*2*3*1*oA

= [012310]

This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, A*o 1*i*2*3*i*q X*i do

not move forward to any double coset with representative word of length seven.
Consider [012310].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group

a(0x23XO)

= {e, (02), (13), (02) (13)}. We

list the six distinct single cosets within [012310] below, along with their equal names.

012310 - 230132 - 210312 - 032130
102301 - 231632 - 201302 - 132031

312013 - 203102 - 213012 - 302103
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021320 - 130231 - 120321 - 031230
013210 - 320123 - 310213 - 023120
103201 - 321023 - 301203 - 123021

The orbits of jy(0I23Io) on (o, 1,2,3} are {0,2}, {1,3}, {0,2}, and {1,3}. We consider
Mo RfR^ R3 R?Rofc f°r one ti from each orbit of jy<0X23XO) and find to which double

coset it belongs.

0123100 = 01231 =£■ IW0 RT R2 R3 Ri RoR1 = Mo Rx XR R3 Rx 1

= [01231]

0123100 = 012310 =>

R7R0X ~

1'^R"RfRfR;FRfR(F1

= [012310]

0123101 = 01230 =>

FRi-RoF =

M^R^R^R-FRo"1

= [01230]

0123101 = 012301 =>

= [012301]

MAGMA shows the previous two statements. This double is now closed under right
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multiplication. That is, At01t1 xi2 ^3 1t1do not move forward to any double coset
with representative word of length seven.

Consider [012310].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group
^(012315) =

{e, (02), (13), (01)(23),.(02)(13), (03)(12), (0123), (0321)}. There are three

distinct single cosets within [012310], which we list below with their equal names.

012310 - 032130 ~ 123021~ 230132 - 321023 - 210312 ~ 301203 - 103201

102301 ~ 132031 - 023120- 231632 - 320123 - 261302 ~ 310213 ~ 013210
312013 ~ 302103 ~ I2032I- 203102 ~ 021320 - 213012 - 031230 - 130231

The orbits of A^12315^ on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}.

We consider Aig 1t71^2 X*3 X^i

f°r one

from each orbit of A^23^ and find to

which double coset it belongs.

0123100 = 01231 => Nt01t11t2 Ji3

1i0 1tq = Nt01i1 lt21t31t11

= [61231]

6123166 = 012310 => Atg

X^3 ^F^o ^01 = Aig ^F^F ^3 ^F^o

= [012310]

This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, NtQ1tf1t21t^1tf1tQ1ti

do not move forward to any double coset with representative word of length seven.
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Consider [012301].
MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group jv-^23^) = {e, (01), (03), (13), (013), (031)}.
There exists four distinct single cosets within [012301]. We list them below along with

their equal names.

012301 ~ 032103 - 312031 - 132013 - 302130 - 102310
210321

230123

310231

130213

120312

320132

021302 ~ 031203 - 321032 - 231023 - 301230 - 201320

013201 ~ 023102 - 213021 ~ 123012 - 203120 - 103210

The orbits of AT(5i2^I) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,3}, {0,1,3}, {2}, and {2}. We consider
A^V^i,

l°r one ft fr°m each orbit of

aA912351)

and find to which double

coset it belongs.

0123011 = 01230 => ?/£01£1 xi2 xi3

1£1

— Nt0 1i11i2 xi3 1t0 1

= [01230]

= Nt0 1i1 1i2 1i3 1i11tQ

0123011 = 012310 =>

G Nig 1if1i2 xi3 1ti1toN

= [012310]

0123012 = 0120120 =>

xi2
€ NtQt\t2tQt\t2tQN

= [0120120]
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In addition to the previous two statements, MAGMA shows that Nt0 B xt2 1t3 %

^2 1

is an element of the new double coset [0123012].
We have considered all of the double cosets with representative words of length six. We
will now consider all of the double cosets with representative words of length seven.
Namely, [0120120], [0120120], [0120312], [0123012], and [0123012].
Consider [0120120].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group
^(0120120) _
(02), (03), (23), (023), (032)}. We list the four distinct single cosets within
[0120120] below, along with their equal names.

0120120 - 0130130 - 2102102 - 2132132 - 3103103 - 3123123

1021021 - 1031031 - 2012012 ~ 2032032 - 3013013 - 3023023
0210210 - 0230230 - 1201201 ~ 1231231 - 3203203 - 3213213
0320320 - 0310310 - 2302302 - 2312312 - 1301301 - 1321321

The orbits of

aR012012°)

on {0,1,2,3} are {0,2,3}, {0,2,3}, {1}, and {1}. We consider

NtQtxt2tQt\t2tQti for one ti from each orbit of

aA0120120)

and find to which double coset

it belongs.

01201200 = 012012 => Ntot&tot&totQ 1 = NtotMiMi

G Ntotlt2totlt2N

= [012012]
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01201200 = 0120120 => A*0*i*2*o*i*2*o*o = NtQt^tQt^tQ1
e A*O*1*2*O*1*2*O lj^
= [0120120]

01201201 = 0123012 => A*o*i*2*o*i*2*o*i

1*F1*2 X*3 X*o X*?X*21

=

A*q

€

A*^x*^x*^x*^x*q x*^"1*2

XA

= [0123012]

01201201 -- 012301 =>

A*o*i*2*o*i*2*o*F1

=

A*q x*FX*2 1*F1*o

g

a*q

X*FX

1*{'X*21*F1*o 1*F1-^

= [012301]

MAGMA shows the previous two statements. This double coset is now closed under right
multiplication. That is, A*o*i*2*o*i*2*o*i do not move forward to any double coset with

representative word of length eight.
Consider [0120120].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group

A(0120120) — {e, (01), (23), (01)(23)}. We list the six distinct single cosets within [0120120]
below, along with their equal names.

0120120 ~ 1031031 - 1021021 ~ 0130130
2102102 ~ 1231231 ~ 1201201 ~ 2132132

3123123 - 1301301 - 1321321 ~ 3103103
0210210 ~ 2032032 ~ 2012012 ~ 0230230
0320320 ~ 3013013 - 3023023 ~ 0310310
2302302 - 3213213 ~ 3203203 ~ 2312312
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The orbits of AC(°12012a) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {2,3}, {0,1}, and {2,3}. We consider

NtotitztotitztoHi for one

from each orbit of jV(0120120) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

01201200 = 012012 =>

= Ntot^tot^
G

Ntot^tot^N

= [012012]

01201200 = 0120120 =>

1 = Ntot&totMo
G Ntot^tot^toN

= [0120120]

01201202 = 01231 =>
G Ntot^HyH^N

= [01231]

In addition to the previous statement, MAGMA shows that
element of the new double coset [01201202].

is an

Consider [0120312].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group
(0120312) _ {e, (12), (13), (23), (123), (132)}. We list the four distinct single cosets within

[0120312] below, along with their equal names.

0120312 ~ 0230123 - 0210321 - 0310231 - 0320132 - 0130213

1021302 - 1231023 - 1201320 - 1301230 - 1321032 - 1031203
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2102310 - 2032103 - 2012301 - 2312031 - 2302130 - 2132013
3123012 - 3203120 - 3213021 - 3013201 - 3023102 - 3103210

The orbits of A^0120312) on {0,1,2,3} are {1, 2,3}, {1,2,3}, {0}, and {0}. We consider
A*o*i*2*o*3*1*2

f°r one

from each orbit of A<0120312) and find to which double coset

it belongs.

01203122 = 012031 =>

A*o*i*2*o*3*i*T1*2

= A*o*l*2*O*3*l A

G A*O*1*2*O*3*1A
= [012031]

01203122 = 012310

Aio*i*2*o*3*r*F1*21 = A*F1*l*2*3*l*oA

G AiFX*i*2*3*i*oA
= [012310]

01203120 = 012301 =>

= A*o*l*2*3*O*l A

G A*o*l*2*3*O*l A

= [012301]

01203120 = 0123012 => A*0*ii2*p*3*i*71*F1 = A*o*l*2*3*O*l*2A
6 A*o*i*2*3*O*l*2A

= [0123012]

MAGMA shows the previous three statements. This double coset is now closed under
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right multiplication. That is, Ntotit2tot3tit2

do not move forward to any double coset

with representative word of length eight.

Consider [0123012].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group 2V<0123012) = (e, (01), (02), (03)) = S^.
There is only one distinct single coset within this double coset. However, this single coset

has twenty-four equal names. We identify this single coset, along with its equal names,

below.

0123012 - 1203120 - 2130213 - 0321032 - 1320132 ~ 0231023

2301230 ~ 0213021 ~ 3102310 - 1302130 ~ 3201320 ~ 3021302
0312031 ~ 3012301 - 1023102 - 2103210 - 1230123 - 3210321

2013201 - 0132013 - 3120312 - 2310231

1032103 - 2031203

The orbits of N’t0123012) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}.

We consider AioiiBBcRiBt for one ti from each orbit of N<0123012) and find to which
double coset it belongs.

Ntotit2t3tQti

01230122 = 012301 => Nto^tsto^t^1
G

Ntot^tztotxN

[012301]

Ntotit2tQt3tit2 1

01230122 = 0120312 => Nt0t1t2t3tot1t2t2
G

1A

= [0120312]

MAGMA shows the previous statement. This double coset is now closed under right
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multiplication. That is, A*o*i*2*3*o*i*2*i do not move forward to any double coset with

representative word of length eight.
Consider [5123012].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group A^i^oiS) = (e, (01), (02), (03)) = S±.
There is only one distinct single coset within this double coset. However, this single coset

has twenty-four equal names. We identify this single coset, along with its equal names,
below.

0123012 ~ 3201320 ~ 2013201 ~ 3102315 ~ 6132013 ~ 1320132 ~
5321032 ~ 1032103 ~ 1253125 ~ 1302130 ~ 3021302 ~ 2135213 ~
1230123 ~ 0312031 - 3120312 ~ 3012301 - 0213021 ~ 0231023 ~

2103^10 ~ 2531253 - 2315231 ~ 2301230 ~ 1523102 ~ 32I032I ~

The orbits of JV(ol23ol2) on
We consider Atg

2f 3} are {0,1,2,3} and {0,1,2,3}.

{q,

X*F X*F ^F^FX*i for one

from each, orbit of

123012) an(^

to which double coset it belongs.

01230122 = 012301 =>

NIq

x*f

X*FX*o ^l^F X*2

=

Aig 1*f1*2 X*F X*o X*FX

G

A^fV^gVA

= [012351]

51230122 = 0120120 =>

A*q

^F^F^F^o ^F^F^F* = A*o*i *2*0 *1*2*0
€

A*o*i*2*o*i*2*oA

= [0120120]

MAGMA shows the previous statement. This double coset is now closed under right
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multiplication. That is, Nt01ti1t21t31t01t11t21ti do not move forward to any double

coset with representative word of length eight.
Consider [01201202].

MAGMA shows that the coset stabilizing group

(23), (01) (23), (02)(13), (03)(12), (0213), (0312)}. We list the three

^(01201202) =

distinct single cosets within [01201202] below, along with their equal names.
01201202 ~ 23123121 - 10210212 ~ 32032030 - 10310313 - 32132131 - 01301303 ~
23023020
21021020 - 03103101 - 12012010 - 30230232 ~ 12312313 - 30130131 - 21321323 03203202

31231232 ~ 20120121 - 13213212 ~ 02302303 - 13013010 - 02102101 - 31031030 20320323

The orbits of /R01201202) on {0,1,2,3} are {0,1,2,3}, and {0,1,2,3}.

We consider

R2 R* f°r one R from each orbit of ZV^O12O120I and find to which dou
ble coset it belongs.

012012022 = 0120120 =>

= Ntot^totMQ1

= [0120120]

012012022 = 01231 =>

= -Moi^R^ R3 Rf1

G

= [01231]

R3 Ri XAT
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MAGMA shows the previous statement. This double coset is now closed under right
multiplication. That is, 7Vto*i*2*o*i*2*o X*2

do not move forward to any double coset

with representative word of length nine.

All of our work is summarized in the Cayley Diagram of/73(3)x3 over S4 given below.

Figure 3.1: Cayley Diagram 6/3(3) x 3 over S4

Our argument shows that the order of G is at most |A| x 756 = 18,144, where 756 is
the number of single cosets shown in the diagram above. We now show that |G| is at

least 18,144. Now G —< x,y,t> acts on X, the set of the single cosets mentioned above.

Thus a : G —> Sx is a homomorphism. Since N ~< x,y > acts by conjugation and t acts

by right multiplication on the Rs, we compute the images xx, yy, and tt of x,y, and t,
respectively, in Sx and verify that the additional relations hold in < xx, yy, tt > within

Sx and | < xx,yy,tt > | = 18,144. So G/Kera =< xx,yy,tt >. Hence |G| > 18,144.

Thus, |G| = 18,144.
We also verified that G satisfies a presentation of = U3 (3) x 3.

Due to the complexity of the above Cayley diagram, we split the image into sections that
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allow for better review.

Figure 3.2: Cayley Diagram (left section)

x 3 over S4
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[01OZ3]

[01Z01ZQ1

[01ZO1202]

2 ll[D1023]
[012320]

[0120120]

[0120312]

[012301]
x
T
[0123012]

□12312]

[012310]

[0123012]
[012316]

Klf
I01Z3W]

[012310]

Figure 3.3: Cayley Diagram (right section) 1/3(3) x 3 over S4
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Chapter 4

(73(3) as the Homomorphic Image

Now the center of 1/3(3) x 3 is Z3 = < (xtx2)7 >.

We factor £73(3) x 3 by its center to obtain t/3(3). The details of the double coset
enumeration are summarized in the Cayley diagram given below. Because of its size, we
split the Cayley diagram into two sections for better review.

Our argument shows that the order of G is at most |7V[ x 252 = 6,048, where 252 is the
number of single cosets shown in the diagram above. We now show that |G| is at least

6,048. Now G —< x,y,t> acts on X, the set of the single cosets mentioned above. Thus
a : G —> Sx is a homomorphism. Since N —< x,y > acts by conjugation and t acts

by right multiplication on the ^s, we compute the images xx, yy, and tt of x,y, and t,

respectively, in Sx and verify that the additional relations hold in < xx,yy,tt > within
Sx and | < xx,yy,tt > | = 6,048. So G/Kera =< xx,yy,tt >. Hence |G| > 6,048.

Thus, ]G| = 6,048.

A presentation for t/3(3) is < a,b\a2 — b6 = (ab)7 = [a, (ad2)3] = 63(b2,ab3a)2 = 1 >.
Now a = (x2y)2)t2t31 and b = xyx2t^1t2t3 belong to G and satisfy the above presentation
of C/3(3). Thus t/3(3) < G. But |t/3(3)| = 6048 = |G|
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Figure 4.1: Cayley Diagram (top section) (7g(3) over S4

Figure 4.2: Cayley Diagram (bottom section) U3(3) over S4
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Chapter 5

Mu x 2 as the Homomorphic
Image of 3*4

There are twenty-six sporadic simple groups. In his three papers that were published

in 1860, 1861, and 1873, Mathieu proved the existence of five of the twenty six, namely

Alii, Mi2, M22) A123- and M24- Now Mu, M12, M22, and AA3 are subgroups of M24. A
Steiner system S(4,5,ll) is a set of 5-element subsets (pentads) with the property that
no two pentads have 4 or more elements in common. Mu is the group of automorphisms
of a Steiner system S(4,5,11), which has (4J) (®) ---66 pentads. Since

is 5-transitive,

the point stabiliser Mu is 4-transitive on 11 points. Now Mu is a subgroup of M24, and

within Af24 it has orbits of lengths 1, 11, and 12. Thus Mu has a transitive action on 12
letters. Moreover, this action is 3~transitive.

Now consider the progenitor 3*4 :m 2'Sf, whose symmetric representation is given by:

< x,y,t I x* = (yx)3 = y2 = 1 =? t3
(x3yt)6 = (yi®6)10 >

(t,y) = (ytx)2 = (xt)22 = (yxtf> = (a?2i)6 =

where N = m2'Sl is a double cover of S4 and the action on the symmetric generators

x,y is given by:

x^ (0 123012 3)
y - (1 1)(2 3)(2 3)

and t

io
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The following relations may be used for the purpose of manual double coset enumeration:
Rl. (xt)22 — 1
R2. (yxt)5 = 1
R3. (B)6 = 1
R4. (x3yt)e = 1
R5. (j/t’6)10 = 1

If we factor 3*4 :m 2‘S^ by relations 1-5, although R2 suffices, we will verify that its
homomorphic image is a group isomorphic to
Thus it is our objective to demonstrate that

x 2.

2*4 . 2'iS14"
—'55=—1(yxfp = 1

< x, y,t | x4 = (yx)3 — y2 = 1 = t3 = (t,y) = (ytx)2 = (xt)22 =
(yxt)3 — (a?2/)6 ~ (x3yt)3 = (yt^6)10 > is isomorphic to Mu x 2.
We now perform manual double coset enumeration of G =

3*4 ■ 2'S+
—— over m2'St.
(yxt)° = 1

We start with the double coset with representative word of length zero, namely NeN =

{Nen|n € N] = {lVnn-1en|n g TV] = {We"|n € N} = N. In our Cayley Diagram, we’ll
denote this double coset N by [*]. The order of our control group is of order 48 and we

list each element below:
e, (12301230), (10321032), (1313)(2020), (130130)(22), (1313)(2020), (10321032),
(12)(2l)(00), (11)(23)(23), (120120)(33), (103103)(22), (13021302), (13201320),

(13021302), (103)(3l0), (123123)(00), (123)(231), (13201320), (11)(30)(03),
(102102)(33), (120)(120), (102)(102), (22)(30)(30), (23)(32)(00), (12)(33)(12),

(130)(30l), (203)(032), (10231023), (12301230), (10231023), (1I)(2O32O3),
(ll)(22)(33)(00), (13)(22)(31), (1010)(2323), (1212)(3030), (11)(20)(02), (10)(33)(10),

(20)(33)(20), (1212)(3030), (132l32)(00), (132)(213), (10)(22)(01), (12031203),

(230)(023), (1010)(2323), (li)(230230), (12031203), (13)(00)(13).
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Now, our control group is transitive on the set of symmetric generators {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3}.

Hence, the double coset N has only orbit, namely {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3}. It suffices to choose
one representative from this orbit and ask to which double coset does Nt{ belong. Let
us consider Nto. Because the first double coset Nen = [*] consists of only our control
group, Nto is not represented within it. Hence, Nto is an element of the new double coset

NtoAR denoted [0] in our Cayley Diagram. In fact, because Nto, Ntj, Nt2, Nt3, Nt}1,

Nt}1, Nt^1, and

are in the same orbit, they all are elements of [0].

Thus, NtoN = {N(*o)re|^ G N} = {Nto, Ati, Nt2, Nt3, Ntg1, Ai}1, Nt2\ Nt^1} de

noted by [0].
Now we determine to which double coset NtoR belongs for one R from each orbit of

N(°)=N° = {nGN|N(to)” = Nto}
= {e, (11)(23)(23), (123)(231), (12)(33)(12), (13)(22)(3l), (132)(213}

So

has orbits {0}, {6}, and {1,2,3,1,2,3} on {0,1,2,3,6,1,2,3}.

It suffices to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset

does Ntoti belong.
00 = e => Ntot^1 = Ne = N G NeN = [*].
00 = 0 => Ntoto = NtF1 G Nt0N = [0].

Ntoti is neither represented in [*] nor [0]. Therefore NtotiN, denoted [01], is a new
double coset.
Now [01] is a new double coset with representative word of length two.

We notice that M01) = {n G N|N(to*i)n = Ntoti} = {e}.
We know that the number of distinct single cosets within [01] is

INI

48
= y•

Therefore [01] has 48 distinct single cosets.
Each distinct single coset is given by NfotiN = {N(*o*i)"fy G N} and is listed below:
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Ntoti, At}^, Atg-^Q \ Nt21t31, Ntit3, Nt2t3

Nt3tQ, Atg

1 > Niot^1, Ai}1^1 > Atg1£o) A£2 **3

Nttf^\ A^F\ At3tg \ Atg 1t2, Ntot2 \ At71t3
Ai3At21io X> Atit'2, Nt2tQ, At3ti, Atg xti

Ntot2,

Nt^to, Aiif2 \ AT^o 1

Aisi}1, Atg 1t,71, Atot3 \ NtfHo,

Nt21t}1

Atjto, At2ii, At3«2 \ Atg ^31, Ntot3, At^fg 1
At^1^1, At^^i, Atitg x, Nt^1, Nt3t2i Atg1t3

Let us consider A^01) and then determine to which double coset AtotiA belongs for one

tj from each orbit of A^01).

By examining the coset stabilizing group for [01], we see that the orbits of A^01) on

{0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {0}, {I}, {2}, and {3}.
It suffices to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset
Ntotiti belongs.

MAGMA shows the third statement.

Oil = 0 => Ntotitf1 = Nto G AtoA -- [0].

011 = 01 => Atotiti = A/gt}! G AtotiA = [01],
013 = 01 => Ato*it3 = Atgti e AtotiA = [01].
MAGMA also shows that [010], [012], [010], [012], and [013] are new double cosets that

have not been represented thus far.

Let us consider [010).
We note that A^010) = {e}, implying that there exists 48 distinct single cosets within [010].
Each distinct single coset is given by NtotitoN = {A(totito)n|^ GA} and is listed below:
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Ntotito,

, Nt^tg1^1, N1£21 > -/Vtitgti, Nt2t3t2

Nt3tot3} Nt^t^tg1, Ntot^to,

\

1

Nt1t21ti)Nt2t^1t2, Ntstg1^, Ntg1t2tg \ Ntot^tQ, Nt^tst^
Nt^t^t^1 , NtzHgH^Ntlt^tu ^2*0*2) Ntst^, NtgHltg1

Ntot2tQ,

, Nt^tot^1, Ntit^ti, Nt2tg1t2

Nt3t^1t3, Ntg 1£{1£q S A £0^3 1£o)

\ Nt^1t2t^1, Nt^1^1^1

Ntitoti, Nt2tit2, Ntst^ts, Ntg 1t^1tg \ Ntot3tQ, Nt^tg1^1

Nt^t^tJ1, Nt^tit^11 Nt1tg1t1, AC£2£71£2I Nt3t2t3, Ntg 1t3tg1

Let us consider M010> and then determine to which double coset Nt^t-Joti belongs for

one ti from each orbit of M010\

Since A'(010) = {e}> we see that the orbits of A^010) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0}, {1},
{2}, {3}, {0}, {I}, {2}, and {3}.

It suffices to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset
Ntotitotf belongs.
0100 = 01 => Ntotytotg1 = Ntoti G NtohN = [01].

MAGMA shows the following four statements.
0100 = 010 => Ntotitoto =

A£0£i£q

1 G

N£0£i£q

XA = [010].

0101 = 010 => Ntot^tot^x = A£o£i£o G NtotitoN = [010].

0103 = 010 => Ntotitot^1 = Ntotito G NtotjtoN = [010].
0103 = 0121

=> A£q£i£q£3 =

Ntot]t2ti G Ntot]t2tiN = [0121].

MAGMA also shows [0101], [0102], and [0102] as new double cosets.

Let us consider [012].

MAGMA gives that A^012^ = {e, (11)(20) (02)}, implying that there exists 24 distinct sin
gle cosets within [012]. Each distinct single coset is given by Ntot^N = {A(£o£i£2)"|n G TV}

and is listed below, along with its equivalent name:
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012 - 210
123 - 321

301 ~ 103
230 ~ 032
132 - 231

230 - 032
301 - 103

021 ~ 120
013 - 310
120 - 021

302 - 203
231 - 132

130 ~ 031
302 ~ 203
023 - 320

023 ~ 320

130 ~ 031
312 ~ 213
201 - 102
201 - 102
312 - 213
013 ~ 310

123 ~ 321
012 - 210

Let us consider A'^012*1 and then determine to which double coset Ntotit2ti belongs for
one ti from each orbit of Al012\ Since A^012) — {e, (ll)(20)(02)}, we see that the or

bits of M012) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {3}, {3}, {1,1}, {2,0}, and {0,2}. It suffices to
choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset
belongs.
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0122 = 01 => A*0ii*2*F1 = Wi € NtotAN = [01].

0122 = 012 => At0*i*2*2 = Ntotit^1 E Ntoht^N = [012].
MAGMA shows the following statement.

0123 = 013 => At0*i*2*3 = AtotitF1 G Ntoht^N = [013].
MAGMA also gives that [0121] and [0123] are new double cosets.

Let us now consider double coset [010].
We note that A^015) = {e, (10) (22) (01)}. Thus there exists 24 distinct single cosets within
[010]. Each coset is given by A*o*i*o 1A = { A(*q*i*q x)n|n G A} and is listed below, along
with its equivalent name:

010 ~ 101
121 ~ 212

303 - 030
232 ~ 323
131 ~ 313

232 ~ 323
303 ~ 033
020 - 202
010 ~ 101
121 ~ 212
303 ~ 030
232 ~ 323
131 ~ 313

232 ~ 323
303 ~ 030

020 ~ 202
020 ~ 202
131 ~ 313
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202 - 020

121 ~ 212
313 ~ 131
010 ~ 101
121 ~ 212

010 - 101

Let us consider A^010) and then determine to which double coset Ntot4tg 1A belongs for
one ti from each orbit of A^019). Since A/l°19)

{e, (10)(22) (01)}, we see that the orbits of

Art010) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {3}, {3}, {1,0}, {2,6}, and {0,1}. It suffices to choose
one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset Ntotit^ti belongs.

0100 = 01 =>

= iWi G NtotiN = [01].

0100 = 010 => A/'iotiio 1^o1 = Ntot^to G Ntot^toN = [010].
MAGMA shows the following three statements.

0103 = 012 => Ntotitg 2ts = Ntot^1 G

= [012].

0102 = 010 => NtQt1tQ1t2 = Ntot^Q 1 G NtohtQ 'N = [010].
0103 — 0102 => Afioiiig 1t31 = NtotitQt2 G NtQtytQt2N = [0102].

Let us consider double coset [012],
MAGMA shows that M012) — {e, (20)(33)(20)}, implying that there exists 24 distinct

single cosets within [012]. Each coset is given by Ntotit^N = {/7(ioiii2 X)nln G Al} and
is listed below, along with its equivalent name:

012 ~ 216

123 ~ 321
301 - 103

230 - 032

132 - 231
230 ~ 032
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301 ~ 103
021 - 120

013 - 310

302 - 203
130 - 031
231 - 132
302 - 203
023 - 320
023 - 320
130 ~ 031

312 - 213

201 ~ 102
120 - 021
201 - 102
312 - 213

013 - 310
123 - 321
012 - 210

Let us consider A'/012'1 and then determine to which double coset Ntotit21ti belongs for
one ti from each orbit of A^012). Since X012) — {e, (20) (33) (20)}, we see that the orbits of

yv(°i2) on

{q,

i, 2,3,0,1,2,3} are {1}, {!}, {2,0}, {2,0}, and {3,3}. It suffices to choose

one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset Ntatit24ti belongs,

0122 = 01 => Ntotit2 R2 — Ntoti G NtotiN ~ [01].

0122 = 012 => Moii^1£21 = MoUR e NtQtit2N = [012].
MAGMA shows the following two statements.

0121 = 010 => Ntotit2 R71 = Ntotitg1 G AMitF = [010].
0121 = 0102 => Moti*2 Ri. = NtotitQt2 G Ntotitot2N = [0102].
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MAGMA also shows that [0123] is a new double coset.
Let us consider double coset [013].

We have N^013) = {e, (10) (33) (10)}. So, there exists 24 distinct single cosets within [013].
Each coset is given by Ntotit^1N = {N(totxt21 )n|tz e N} and is listed below, along with

its equivalent name:

013 - 103

120 - 210
302 - 032

231 - 321
130 - 310
231 - 321

302 - 032
023 - 203
012 - 102

123 - 213
301 - 031
230 - 320

132 - 312
230 - 320

301 - 031
021 - 201
021 - 201
132 - 312
310 - 130

123 - 213
203 - 023
012 - 102

120-210

312 - 132
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Let us consider M013) and then determine to which double coset TV*0*1*3

belongs for

Since A^013) = {e, (10) (33)(10)}, we see that the orbits of

one ti from each orbit of

7V(O13) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1}, {3,3}, {2}, and {2}. It suffices to choose
one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset

0133 — 01

=> A*o*i*3

A*o*i*3

1*i belongs.

x*o = A*o*i G A*o*iA = [01].

MAGMA shows the following four statements.
0132 = 012

=> A*0*i*3 x*2

1=

A*o*i*2

G

A*0*i*2A

0131 = 013 => TWi*^1*^1 = A*0*!*3 1 G

0132 = 0123 =>

A*0*i*FX*2 =

0131 = 0102 => Ato*!*^1*! =

A*0*i*3

= [012].

XA = [013].

Ntohtztz1 G Ntot^t^N = [0123].
A*o*i*o*2

1 6 Ntohtot^N = [0102].

Let us consider double coset [0121].
Now A<0121) = {e, (10)(22)(01)}. Thus, there exists 24 distinct single cosets within [0121].

Each coset is given by A*o*i*2*iA = {A(*o*i*2*i)n|n G A} and is listed below, along with
its equivalent name:

0121 ~ 1020

1232 ~ 2131

3010 ~ 0313
2303 - 3202

1323 ~ 3121
2303 - 3202
3010 ~ 0313
0212 ~ 2010

0131 - 1030
1202 - 2102

3020 ~ 0323
2313 - 3212
1303 ~ 3101

2313 ~ 3212
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3020 - 0323

0232 - 2030
0232 - 2030
1303 - 3101

2010 - 0212
1202 - 2101
3121 - 1323
0131 - 1030
1232 - 2131
0121 - 1020

Let us consider M0121) and then determine to which double coset A*o*i*2*i*i belongs
for one R from each orbit of M0121\ Since M0121> = {e,(10)(22)(0l)}, we see that the

orbits of M0121) on (o, r2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0,1}, {0,1), {2,2}, {3}, and {3}. It suffices

to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset 7V*o*i*2*i*f

belongs.
= At0*i*2 G Ntot^N = [012].

01211 = 012 =>

MAGMA shows the following four statements.
01213 = 0123 => A*0*i*2*1*3 = Ntotit^1^ G

Ntotitoti1 G Ntotitot^N = [0102].

01213 = 0102

=> A*o*i*2*i*F1 =

01211 = 0121

=> A*o*i*2*i*i = A*o*i*2*i

01212 = 010 =>

= [0123].

G

A*o*i*2*i*2 — A*q*i*o

G

A*o*i*2*iA

A*o*i*o77

— [0121].

= [010].

Let us consider double coset [0123].
jy(oi23) _ {e, (jj) (20)(02)} implies that there exists 24 distinct single cosets within [0123].

Each coset is given by A*o*i*2*3 *77 ~

{A(*o*i*2*3

with its equivalent name:

0123 - 2103
1230 - 3210

X)nfy € 77} and is listed below, along

Ill

3012 - 1032

2301 - 0321
1320 - 2310
2301 - 0321

3012 - 1032

0213 - 1203
0132 - 3102

1203 - 0213
3021 - 2031

2310 - 1320
1302 - 0312
3021 - 2031

0231 - 3201
0231 - 3201
1302 - 0312

3120 - 2130
2013 - 1023

2013 - 1023
3120 - 2130
0132 - 3102
1230 - 3210

0123 - 2103

Let us consider A^0123^ and then determine to which double coset Ntotit2t3 *ti belongs
for one ti from each orbit of aL0123\ Since A'(0123) — {e, (ll)(20)(02)}, we see that the
orbits of N<0123) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {0,2}, {1,1}, {3}, and {3}. It suffices

to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset NtGtit2t^lti

belongs.
01233 = 012 => Ntotxt^B = Ntotfa € NtQtxt2N = [012].

MAGMA shows the following four statements.
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== Ntotrfztz1 Q Ntot^t^N = [0123].

01231 = 0123 =>
01232 = 0102

Ntot1t2t31t2 = Nt0tit0t2 G NtotW^N = [0102].

01230 = 0123 => NtQt1t2t31tQ = M0W3 1 G .Ntoht^N = [0123].
01233 = 013 => M0HWR31 = MoiiR1 G Ntot^N = [013].
Let us consider double coset [0101].

jV(oioi) = {e, (132)(2I3), (13)(22)(31), (123)(231), (1I)(23)(23), (12)(33)(12)}, implies that
there exists 8 distinct single cosets within [0101]. Each coset is given by NtotitotiN =

{N(totitoti)n\n G N} and is listed below, along with its equivalent names:

0101 ~ 0303 - 0303 - 0202 - 0101 - 0202

1212 - 1010 - lOlO - 1313 - 1212 - 1313
3030 - 3232 - 3232 - 3131 - 3030 - 3131
2323 - 2121 - 2121 - 2020 - 2323 - 2020
1313 - 1010 - 1010 - 1212 - 1313 - 1212
2323 - 2121 - 2121 - 2020 - 2323 - 2020
3030 - 3232 - 3232 - 3131 - 3030 - 3131
0202 - 0303 - 0303 - 0101 - 0202 - 0101

Let us consider F0101) and then determine to which double coset AVotiMiA belongs for
one L from each orbit of M0101!

Since M0101> = {e, (132)(213), (13)(22)(31), (123)(23l), (11)(23)(23), (12)(33)(12)}» we
see that the orbits of M0101) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0}, {0}, and {1,2,3,1,2,3}.
It suffices to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset

Ntotitotiti belongs.

01011 = 010 => Ntotitotiti1 = Ntotito G NtoUtoN = [010].

MAGMA shows the following statement:

01010 = 0101 => NtotitotitJ1 - Ntotitoti G NtotrfotiN = [0101].
MAGMA also shows that [01010] is a new double coset.
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Let us consider double coset [0102],
MAGMA provides A^0102) = {e, (20) (33) (20)}, implying that there exists 24 distinct sin

gle cosets within [0102]. Each coset is given by Atoiiio^A = {A(toiiio/2)n|v G A} and
is listed below, along with its equivalent names:

0102 ~ 2120
1213 - 3231

'3031 ~ 1013
2320 ~ 0302
1312 ~ 2321

2320 - 0302
3031 ~ 1013
0201 ~ 1210

0103 ~ 3130
3032 ~ 2023
1316 - 0301
2321 - 1312

3032 - 2023
0203 ~ 3230
0203 ~ 3230

1310 - 0301
3132 - 2123
2021 - 1612
1210 - 0201

2021 - 1012
3132 - 2123

6103 - 3130
1213 - 3231

6102 - 2120

Let us consider A^0102) and then determine to which double coset Ntotitffati belongs
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for one t{ from each orbit of 7V(0102). Since ;\A0102) = {e, (20)(33)(20)}, we see that the

orbits of M0102> on {0,1,2,3,6,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {0,2}, {3,3}, {1}, and {I}. It suffices
to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset 7Vio*i*o*2*i

belongs.
01022 — 010 => 7V7oix*o*2*21 ~ ATio*x*o G TVigixioN = [010].
01022 = 0102 => Aftoiii0i2*2 = Ntohtot^1 G A*io*i*o*2

= [0102].

MAGMA shows the following three statements.

01023 = 0123 => Ntot1tot2t3 = Ntotit2t^1 G Nt0t1t2t^ 1N = [0123].
01021 — 016 =>

7V*o*i*o*2*i

— N£o*i*o X

A**o*i*o XAT = [016].

01021 = 012 => W1W?1 = Ntotit^1 G Nt^t^= [012].
Let us consider double coset [0102].

Since ?A0102) = {e, (11)(20)(02)}, there exists 24 distinct single cosets within [0102]. Each
coset is given by Ntstytot^1 N =

{N(*o*i*o*2

1)nln G N} and is listed below, along with

its equivalent names:

0102 - 2120
1213 ~ 3231

3031 - 1013
2320 ~ 0302
1312 - 2321

2320 ~ 0302
3031 ~ 1613
0201 - 1216

0103 - 3130
1210 ~ 0201
3032 ~ 2023
2321 - 1312

1310 ~ 0301
3032 - 2023
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0203 - 3230

0203 - 3230
1310 - 0301

3132 - 223

2021 - 1012
2021 - 1012

3132 - 2123
0103 - 3130
1213 - 3231

0102 - 2120

Let us consider

jV(0102)

and then determine to which double coset

belongs

for one ti from each orbit of N^0102\ Since M0102) — {e, (11)(20)(02)}, we see that the
orbits of M0102) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {0,2}, {0,2}, {1,1}, {3}, and {3}. It suffices

to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset Ntotitot^ti

belongs.

01022 = 010 => Ntot1tot21t2 = NtotxtQ G NtotitQN = [010].
01022 = 0102 => Ntotxtot^t^ = Ntohtoh G Ntotitot2N = [0102],
MAGMA shows the following three statements.
01023 = 0123 =>
01023 = 0121

lf3 = NtQt1t21t3 G Ntot^ 1t3N = [0123].

Nt0tit0t2 xtg 1 = Ntotxtrfx G Ntoht^N = [0121].

01021 = 013 => Ntotxtot^x*i = Ntot^1 G Nt^t^N = [013].
Let us consider double coset [0123].

MAGMA provides A^0123) — {e, (13)(22)(3l)}, implying that there exists 24 distinct sin

gle cosets within [0123]. Each coset is given by Ntotit^tsN = {A’(io BI XF)n|n € A}
and is listed below, along with its equivalent names:

0123 - 0321

1230 - 1032
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3012 - 3210
2301 - 2103
1320 - 1023
2301 - 2103

3012 - 3210
0213 - 0312

0132 - 0231
1203 - 1302
3021 - 3120

2310 - 2013
1302 - 1203

2310 - 2013
3021 - 3120
0231 - 0132

0231 - 0132
0213 - 0312
1320 - 1023
3102 - 3201
2031 - 2130

1230 - 1032
2031 - 2130

3102 - 3201

Let us consider A^0123) and then determine to which double coset

belongs

for one ti from each orbit of A^0123\ Since A^0123^ = {e,(13)(22)(3l)}, we see that the
orbits of A<0123) on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} are {1,3}, {1,3}, {2,2}, {0}, and {0}. It suffices

to choose one representative from each orbit and ask to which double coset Ato/RF 1t3ti
belongs.
01233 = 012 => AtotiA1W1 = AtoMi1 e

MAGMA shows the following four statements.

= [012].
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01233 = 0123 => Ato*i*F1*3*3 = Aioti^1^ 6 NtQtit2 H3N = [0123].
01230 = 0121 => jVioiitT^3*0 = Ai0*i*2*i G Ntot&hN = [0121].

01230 = 0102 => A*o*i*FXW1 = AMiM^1
01232 = 0123 =>

G

Ntotrfot^N = [0102].

= Ntot^ 1t3 G Ntot^hN = [0123].

Let us consider double coset [01010].

MAGMA provides A^01010) is the entire control group, the double cover of Sy.

e, (12301230), (10321032), (1313)(2020), (130130)(22), (1313)(2020), (10321032),
(12)(21)(00), (U)(23)(23), (120120)(33), (103103)(22), (13021302), (13201320),

(13021302), (103)(3l0), (123123)(00), (123)(231), (13201320), (1I)(3O)(O3),

(102102)(33), (120)(120), (102)(l02), (22)(30)(30), (23)(32)(00), (12)(33)(12),
(130)(301), (203) (032), (10231023), (12301230), (10231023), (ll)(203203),
(11) (22) (33)(00), (13)(22)(3l), (1010)(2323), (1212)(3030), (ll)(20)(02), (10)(33)(10),
(20) (33)(20), (12l2)(3030), (132132)(00), (132)(213), (10)(22)(01), (12031203),

(230)(023), (1010)(2323), (ll)(230230), (12031203), (13)(00)(13).
This implies that there exists 1 distinct single coset within [01010], which is given by

A*o*i*o*i*oA = {A(*o*i*o*i*o)n|^ G A}. This single coset has 48 equivalent names, which
we list below:

01010 ~ 12121 ~ 30303 ~ 23232 ~ 13131 ~ 23232 ~ 30303 ~ 02020 ~ 01010 ~ 12121 ~
30303 ~ 23232 ~ 13131 ~ 23232 ~ 30303 ~ 02020 ~ 02020 ~ 13131 ~ 31313 ~ 20202 ~
12121 ~ 20202 ~ 31313 ~ 01010 ~ 02020 ~ 13131 ~ 31313 ~ 20202 - 12121 ~ 20202 ~

31313 ~ 01010 ~ 03030 - lOlOl ~ 32323 ~ 21212 - 10101 ~ 21212 - 32323 - 03030 ~
03030 - 10101 ~ 32323 ~ 21212 - 10101 - 21212 ~ 32323 ~ 03030

Let us consider M01010) and then determine to which double coset A*o*i*o*i*o*i belongs

for one A from each orbit of A^01010\ Since A^01010^ is the entire control group, we see

that the orbit of A^01010^ on {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3} is {0,1,2,3,6,1,2,3}. It suffices to choose
one representative from this orbit and ask to which double coset A*o*i*o*i*oA belongs.
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010100 = 0101 => A*o*i*o*i*o*o 1 = A*o*i*o*i € NtotitotiN = [0101].
This double coset is now closed under right multiplication. That is, 7V*o*i*o*i*oh does

not move forward to any double coset with representative word of length six.
All of our work is summarized in the Cayley Diagrams of Mu x 2 over 2'S/ below.

Figure 5.1: Cayley Diagram Mu x 2 over 2'54*

Our argument shows that the order of G is at most |A| x 330 = 15,840, where 330 is
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the number of single cosets shown in the diagram above. We now show that |G| is at

least 15,840. Now G =< x,y, t > acts on X, the set of the single cosets mentioned above.
Thus a : G —> Sx is a homomorphism. Since N =< x,y > acts by conjugation and t acts

by right multiplication on the t{S, we compute the images xx, yy, and tt of x,y, and t,
respectively, in Sx and verify that the additional relations hold in < xx,yy,tt > within
Sx and | < xx,yy,tt > | = 15,840. So G/Kera

xx,yy,tt >. Hence |G| > 15,840.

Thus, |G| = 15,840.

We also verified that G satisfies a presentation of = U3(3) x 3.
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5.1

MAGMA Code
MAGMA code for Mu x 2

S:=Sym(8);
xx:=S!(4,5,6,3,8,1,2,7);
yy:=S!(1,5)(2,3)(6,7);
N:=sub<S|xx,yy>;
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x"4=(y*x)"3,y"2,t"3, (t,y) ,
(y*t"x)"2, (x*t)"22,
(y*x*t) "5, (x"2*t) "6, (x"3*y*t) "6, (y*t" (x"6))"10>;
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<G1x,y>);
IN:=sub<Gl[f(x),f(y)>;
Index(G,sub<G|x,y>);
/*330*/
#N;

/*48*/
#G;

/*15,840*/
ts:=[Id(Gl) : i in [i..8]];
ts[4]:=f(t); ts [1] :=f (t~ (x~5));
ts[2] :-f (t''(x''6)) ;ts [3] :=f(t" (x"3)) ;
ts[8] : = (ts [4] ) "-1; ts[S] :=(ts[l])"-1;
ts[6] : = (ts [2] ) "-1;
ts[7] : = (ts [3])"-1;
cst := [null : i in fl .. 330]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := functionCpt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations
Q[I] applied sequentially.
*/
v := pt;
for i in I do
v := v"(Q[i]);
end for;
return v;
end function;
for i := 1 to 4 do
cst [prodim(1, ts, [i])] := [i];
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end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
for i := 5 to 8 do
cst [prodim(l, ts, [i])l := [i];
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..3301 do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/*Now we want to find the coset stabilising group for [4].
This in turn will give us the orbits of [4].*/

N4:=Stabiliser(N,4);
Orbits(N4);
/*{4}, {8}, {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}*/
/*We now know that {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}
are in the same orbit.
However, both 4 & 8 are in their own orbit.
I now want to know the order of the coset
stabilizing group of [4].
Once I know the order, I divide it into the order
of my control group.
I know it will be 48/6 = 8, which represents the
# of distinct single cosets within [4].*/
#N4;
/*6*/

/*The following code will keep track of my index,
which is the number of single cosets I have.
When I total 330, I know I am done.*/
T4:=Transversal(N,N4);
for i in [1,.#T4] do
ss(:«[4] "T4[iJ;
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
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for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/*8*/

/*So double coset [4] has 8 distinct single cosets.*/
/♦Examining double coset [4].
Recall that the orbits are {4}, {8}, {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.
I know that 48 = 1, so (t„0)''-l takes me from [4] to [*].*/

/♦The following code shows that 44 = 4, so t_0
takes me from [4] to [4].*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]+ts[4] eq n+(ts [4] )''m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Now I take one representative from the following orbit
to see to which double coset t_i belongs: {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.
Because none of my relations take a word of length 2 to a word
of length 1, I know that [4,1] is my new double
coset. Therefore, all six single cosets move
forward to the new double coset [41].♦/
/♦Now we handle double coset [4,1].*/
N41:=Stabiliser(N4,l);
N41s:=sub<N|N41>;

/♦Now I use the following code to see
what "common" names we have
in [4,1] . ♦/
S:={[[4],[I]]};
SS:«S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4]^ts[l]
eq g^ts[Rep(SSS[i]) [1] [l]]+ts[Rep(SSS[i] ) [2] [1]]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
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/*The above code provided that there are no
common names within [41].*/

Orbits(N41s);
/*The orbits are are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, <T>, {8}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset stabilising group [4,1].
This number, when divided into the order of my control group N,
which is 48/1 = 48, gives the # of distinct single cosets within
the double coset [4,1].*/
#N41s;

/*1*/
/*Finding the index*/

T41:=Transversal(N,N41s);
for i in [1..#T41] do
ss: = [4,l]"T41 [i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/*56*/
/*I now want to know to which double
coset Nt_0t„lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
{1}, {2}, <3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}.*/
/*I know 415 = 4, so (t_l)''-l takes
me back to [4].*/
/*The code below shows that 411 = 41,
so t_l takes me from 41 back to 41.
The code also shows that 413 - 41,
so t_3 takes me from 41 back to 41,*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [1] eq n*(ts [4] *ts [1] ) "m
then m, n;
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end if; end for; end for;

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[3] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[1])''m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/*The same code shows that 412, 414, 416, 417,
and 418 are new double cosets.*/

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,2].*/
N412:=Stabiliser(N41,2);
N412s:=sub<N|N412>;

/*Now I use the following code to see
what "common" names we have
in [4,1,2].*/
S:={[[4], [1], [2]]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [1.,#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[2]
eq g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] [1]] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1]]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/*The above code provided that 658 = 412 within [41].*/

for g in N do if 4/'g eq 6 and l"g eq 5 and 2"g eq 8
then N412s:=sub<N|N412s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N412s);
/*The orbits are are {3}, {7}, {1, 5}, {2, 8}, {4, 6}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,2].
This number, when divided into the order
of my control group N,
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which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,2].*/
#N412s;

/*2*/

/♦Finding the index*/

T412:=Transversal(N,N412s);
for i in [1..#T412] do
ss:=[4,l,2]-T412[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*80*/

/*Now I want to know to which double
coset does Nt_0t_lt_2t_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<3}, <7}, {1, 5}, {2, 8}, {4, 6}.*/
/*I know that 4126 = 41,
so both (t_2)~-l and t_0 take me
from 412 to 41.
Also, 4122 = 416, so both t_2 and (t_0)"-l
take me from 412 to 416.*/
/*The following code shows that 4123 = 417,
so t_3 takes me from 412 to 417.*/
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts'[7])*m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
/*The same code shows that the following
double cosets are new: 4121 and 4127.*/
/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,4].*/
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N414:=Stabiliser(N41,4);
N414s:=sub<N|N414>;
/♦Now I use the following code to see what
"common” names we have
in [4,1,4].*/

S:={[[4] , [1] , [4]]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:-Setseq(SS);
for i in [1.,#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts.[4]
eq g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts[Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1]]
*ts [Rep(SSS[i] ) [3] [1]]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦The above code provided that there are no
common names within [414].*/
Orbits(N414s);

/♦The orbits are are {1}, <21, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7>, {8}.

/♦Now I can find the order of the coset stabilising group [4,1,4].
This number, when divided into the order of my control group N,
which is 48/1 = 48, gives the # of distinct single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,4].*/
#N414s;
/*1*/

/♦Finding the index*/

T414:^Transversal(N,N414s);
for i in [l..#T414] do
ss:=[4,l,4]"T414[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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/*128*/

/*Now I want to know to which double coset
does Nt_0t_lt_0t_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
{1}, <2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6>, {7}, {8}.*/
/*I know that 4148 =41, so (t_0)~-l takes
me from 414 to 41.
Also, 4144 = 418, so t_0 takes me from 414 to 418,*/
/*The code below shows that 4145 = 414, so (t^D'-l
takes me from 414 to 414.
Also, 4147 = 414, so (t_3)'*-l takes me from 414 to 414.
Also, 4143 = 4121, so t_3 takes me from 414 to 4121.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [4] *ts [5] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4])''m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [7] eq n*(ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] ) "m
then m, n;
end. if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [4] *ts [3] eq n*(ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [2] *ts [1] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
/*The same code shows that the following are new:
4141, 4142, 4146.*/

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,6].*/
N416:=Stabiliser(N41,6) ;
N416s:=sub<N|N416>;

/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common" names we have
in [4,1,6].*/

S:={[[4] , [1] , [6]]};
SSi^N;
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SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4] *ts[l] *ts [6]
eq g*ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/*The above code provided that 416 = 218 within [414].*/

for g in N do if 4~g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 6"g eq 8
then N416s:=sub<N|N416s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N416s);
/*The orbits are are {1}, -£5}-, {2, 4}, {3, 7 J-, {6, 8}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,6].
This number, when divided into the order of
my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,6].*/
#N416s;

/*2*/
/♦Finding the index*/

T416:=Transversal(N,N416s);
for i in [l..#T416] do
ss: = [4,l,6]*T416[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*152*/

/*! now want to know to which double coset
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does Nt_0t_lt_2"-lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<1}> {5}, {2, 4}, {3, 7}, {6, 8}.*/
/*I know that 4162 =41, so t_2 and t_0
take me from 416 to 41.
Also, 4166 = 412, so (t_2)"-l and (t_O)"-l
take me from 416 to 412.*/
/*The following code shows that 4165 = 418,
so (t„l)''-l takes me from 416 to 418.
Also, 4161 = 4142, so t_l takes me from 416 to 4142.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[6]*ts[5] eq n*(ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [8] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[6]*ts[l] eq n»(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[2])*i
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
/*The same code shows that the following are new: 4163.*/

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,7].*/

N417:=Stabiliser(N41,7);
N417s:=sub<N|N417>;
/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common" names we have
in [4,1,7].*/
S:={[[4],[1],[7]]>;
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [7]
eq g*ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*The above code provided that 417 = 143 within [417].*/
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for g in N do if 4"g eq 1 and l"g eq 4 and 7"g eq 3
then N417s:=sub<N|N417s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N417s);
/*The orbits are are {2}-, {6}, {1, 4}, {3, 7}, {5, 8}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset stabilising group [4,1,7].
This number, when divided into the order of my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,7].*/
#N417s;

/*2*/
/♦Finding the index*/
T417:=Transversal(N,N417s);
for i in [1..#T417] do
ss:-[4,l,7] ~T417[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*176*/

/*I now want to know to which double coset
does Nt_0t_lt„3"-lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<2}, {6}, <1, 4}, <3, 7}, {5, 8}.*/
/*I know that 4173 =41, so t_3 and (t_3)"-l
take me from 417 to 41.
/*The following code shows that 4176 = 412,
so (t_2)"-l takes me from 417 to 412.
Also, 4175 = 417, so (t_l)"-l and (t_0)''-l
take me from 417 to 417.
Also, 4172 = 4127, so t_2 takes me from 417 to 4127.
Also, 4171 = 4146, so t_l and t„0 take me from 417 to 4146.*/
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for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[7]*ts[6] eq n*(ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [2] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [7] *ts [5] eq n*(ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [7] ) *m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[7]*ts[2] eq n*(ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[7]*ts[l] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[6])''m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,8].*/
N418:=Stabiliser(N41,8);
N418s:=sub<N|N418>;

/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common’1 names we have
in [4,1,8].*/
S:={[[4],[1],[8]]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[8]
eq g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/*The above code provided that 418 = 581
within [418].*/

for g in N do if 4"g eq 5 and l"g eq 8 and 8"g eq 1
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then N418s:=sub<NlN418s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N418s);

/♦The orbits are are {3}, {7}, {1, 8}, {2, 6}, {4, 5}.
/♦Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,8].
This number, when divided into the
order of my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,8].*/

#N418s;
/♦2*/
/♦Finding the index+/

T418:=Transversal(N,N418s);
for i in [l..#T418] do
ss: = [4,1,8] "T418[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦200*/

/♦I now want to know to which double
coset Nt_Ot„lt„O/'-lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<3}, {7}, {1, 8>, <2, 6}, {4, 5}.*/
/♦I know that 4184 =41, so t_0 and
(t_l)"-l take me from 418 to 41.
Also, 4188 = 414, so (t_0)’'-l and t_l
take me from 418 to 414.+/
/♦The following code shows that 4183 - 416,
so t_3 takes me from 418 to 416.
Also, 4182 = 418, so t_2 and (t„2)"-l
take me from 418 to 418.
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Also, 4187 = 4142, so (t_3)"~l takes
me from 418 to 4142.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[8]*ts [3] eq n*(ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [6] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[8]*ts[2] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[8])~m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [8]*ts [7] eq n*(ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [4] *ts [2] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,2,1].*/
N4121:=Stabiliser(N412,1);
N4121S:=sub<N|N4121>;

/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common1' names we have
in [4,1,2,1].*/
S:={[[4] , [1] , [2] , [1]]};
SSi-S'TI;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [2] *ts [1]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS [i]) [1] [1]] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1]]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [4] [1] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/*The above code provided that 4121 ~ 5868
within [4121].*/

for g in N do if 4"g eq 5 and l"g eq 8 and 2"g eq 6
and l~g eq 8
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then N4121s:=sub<N|N4121s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N4121s);

/*The orbits are are {3}, {7}, {1, 8}, {2, 6}, {4, 5}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,2,1].
This number, when divided into the order
of my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,2,!].*/
#N4121s;
/*2*/

/*Finding the index*/

T4121:=Transversal(N,N4121s);
for i in [l..#T4121] do
ss:=[4,l,2,l]~T4121[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
end if; end for; m;
/*224*/

/*I now want to know to which double coset
Nt„0t_lt„2t_lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are {31, {7}, {1, 8}, {2, 6}, {4, 5}.*
/*I know that 41215 = 412, so (t_l)/'-l and t_0 take
me from 4121 to 412.*/
/*The following code shows that 41213 = 4163.
So t_3 takes me from 4121 to 4163,
Also, 41217 = 4146, so (t_3)"-l takes me from
4121 to 4146.
Also, 41211 = 4121, so t„l and (t_0)',-l take me
from 4121 to 4121.
Also, 41212 = 414, so t_2 and (t_2)"-l take me
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from 4121 to 414.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[2]*ts[l]*ts[3] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[1] *ts [6]*ts[3])"m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[2]*ts[l]*ts[7] eq n*(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[6])'‘m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [2] *ts [l]*ts [1] eq n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [1] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [2] *ts [l]*ts [2] eq n*(ts[4] *ts [1] *ts [4] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,2,7].*/

N4127:=Stabiliser(N412,7);
N4127s:=sub<N]N4127>;
/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common" names we have
in [4,1,2,71.♦/
S:={[[4] , [1] , [2] , [7]]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7]
eq g*ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [4] [1] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/*The above code provided that 4127 = 6587
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within. [4127] .*/
for g in N do if 4"g eq 6 and l^g eq 5 and 2~g
eq 8 and 7"g eq 7
then N4127s:=sub<N)N4127s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N4127s);

/*The orbits are are {3}, {7}, {1, 5}, {2, 8}, {4, 6}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,2,7].
This number, when divided into the order of
my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,2,7].*/

#N4127s;
/*2*/
/*Finding the index*/

T4127:=Transversal(N,N4127s);
for i in [l.,#T4127] do
ss:=[4,l,2,7]"T4127[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
end if; end for; m;
/*248*/
/*I now want to know to which double coset
Nt_0t_lt_2t_3“'-lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<3}, {7}, <1, 5}, <2, 8}, {4, 6}.*/
/*I know that 41273 = 412, so t_3 takes
me from 4127 to 412.*/
/*The following code shows that 41271 = 4127.
So t_l and (t„l)''-l take me from 4127 to 4127.
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Also, 41272 = 4142, so t_2 and (t_0)''-l
take me from 4127 to 4142.
Also, 41274 = 4127, so t_0 and (t_2)"-l
take me from 4127 to 4127.
Also, 41277 = 417, so (t_3)"-l takes me
from 4127 to 417.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [2]*ts [7]*ts [1] eq n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[2]*ts[7]*ts[2] eq n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [2] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7]*ts [4] eq n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7]*ts [7] eq n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [7] ) "m
then m, n,
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Now we handle double coset [4,1,4,1].*/
N4141:=Stabiliser(N414,1);
N4141s:=sub<N|N4141>;

/♦Now I use the following code to see what
"common" names we have
in [4,1,4,1].*/
S:={[[4] , [1] , [4] , [1]]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[l]
eq g*ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
♦ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3] [1]]
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*ts [Rep(SSS[i] ) [4] [1]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*The above code provided that 4141, = 4343 =
4747 = 4646 = 4545 = 4242
within [4127].*/

for g in N do if 4~g eq 4 and l~g eq 3 and 4~g eq
4 and l"g eq 3
then N4141s:=sub<N|N4141s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 4 and 3"g eq 7 and 4'*g eq
4 and 3"g eq 7
then N4141s:=sub<N|N4141s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 4 and 7"g eq 6 and 4"g eq
4 and 7~g eq 6
then N4141s:=sub<N|N4141s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 4 and 6"g eq 5 and 4,'g eq
4 and 6'g eq 5
then N4141s:=sub<N|N4141s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4*8 eq 4 and 5"g eq 2 and 4~g eq
4 and 5"g eq 2
then N4141s:=sub<N|N4141s,g>;
end if; end for;

Orbits(N4141s);
/*The orbits are are {4}, {8}, {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,4,1].
This number, when divided into the order
of my control group N,
which is 48/6 = 8, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,4,!].*/
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#N4141s;

/*6*/

/♦Finding the index*/

T4141:=Transversal(N,N4141s);
for i in [l..#T4141] do
ss:=[4,1,4,1]"T4141[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*256*/
/*I now want to know to which double
coset Nt_0t_lt_0t_lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<4}, {8}, {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}.*/
/*I know that 41415 = 414. So each t_i
in the orbit of (t_l)''-l takes me
from 4141 to 414.*/
/*The following code shows that 41418 = 4141.
So (t_0)"-l takes me from 4141 to 4141.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[8] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [1] ) "Tn
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
/*The same code shows that the following
are new: 41414.*/

/*Now we handle double coset [4.,1,4,2] .*/
N4142:=Stabiliser(N414,2);
N4142s:=sub<N1N4142>;
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/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common" names we have
in [4,1,4,2].*/
S:={[[4] , [1] , [4] , [2]]};
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[2]
eq g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1]]
*ts[Rep(SSS[i]) [4] [1]]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*The above code provided that 4142 = 2124
within [4127].*/

for g in N do if 4"g eq 2 and l~g eq 1 and 4"g
eq 2 and 2"g eq 4
then N4142s:=sub<N|N4142s,g>;
end if; end for;

Orbits(N4142s);
/*The orbits are are {I}, {5}, {2, 4}, {3, 7}, <6, 8}.
/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,4,2].
This number, when divided into the
order of my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,4,2].*/

#N4142s;
/*2*/

/★Finding the index*/

T4142:=Transversal(N,N4142s);
for i in [l..#T4142] do
ss:=[4,l,4,2]"T4142[i];
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cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*280*/
/*I now want to know to which double
coset Nt„0t_lt_0t_2t_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
£11, £5}, £2, 4}, £3, 7}, £6, 8}*/
/*I know that 41426 = 414.
So (t_2)~-l and (t_0)~-l take
me from 4142 to 414.
Also, 41422 = 4146. So t_2 and
t_0 take me from 4142 to 4146.*/

/*The following code shows that
41423 = 4127. So t_3 and (t_3)"-l
move me from 4142 to 4127.
Also, 41421 = 418, so t_l takes me
from 4142 to 418.
Also, 41425 = 416, so (t_l)"-l takes
me from 4142 to 416.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4]*ts[1]*ts[4]*ts[2]*ts[3] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [7] ) ~ni
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [2] *ts [1] eq
n*(ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[8])"m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [2]*ts [5] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
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/♦Now we handle double coset [4,1,4,6].*/

N4146:=Stabiliser(N414,6);
N4146s:=sub<N|N4146>;

/♦Now I use the following code to see
what "common" names we have
in [4,1,4,6].♦/
S:={[[4] , [1] , [4] , [6]]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [4] *ts [1] ♦ts [4] *ts [6]
eq g*ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
*ts[Rep(SSS[i]) [4] [1]]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦The above code provided that 4146 = 6564
within [4146].*/
for g in N do if 4"g eq 6 and l"g eq 5 and 4"g
eq 6 and 6"g eq 4
then N4146s:=sub<N|N4146s,g>;
end if; end for;

Orbits(N4146s);
/♦The orbits are are
{3}, <7}, {1, 5}, {2, 8}, {4, 6}.
/♦Now I can find the order of the
coset stabilising group [4,1,4,6].
This number, when divided into the
order of my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of
distinct single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,4,6].*/

#N4146s;
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/*2*/

/♦Finding the index*/

T4146:=Transversal(N,N4146s);
for i in [l..#T4146] do
ss:=[4,1,4,6]~T4146[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst [i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*304*/

/*I now want to know to which double coset
Nt_0t„lt_0t_2'*-lt_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<3}, {7}, {1, 5}, {2, 8}, {4, 6}*/
/*I know that 41462 = 414. So t_2 and
(t„0)"-l take me from 4146 to 414.
Also, 41466 = 4142, so (t„2)'x-l and t_0
take me from 4146 to 4142.*/
/*The following code shows that 41463 = 4163,
so t_3 takes me from 4146 to 4163.
Also, 41467 = 4121, so (t_3)'-l takes me
from 4146 to 4121.
Also, 41461 = 417, so t_l and (t_l)''-l take
me from 4146 to 417.*/
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [6] *ts [3] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] *ts [3] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [6] *ts [7] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [1] )
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[4]*ts[6]*ts[l] eq
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n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [7] ) Tn
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,6,3].*/

N4163:=Stabiliser(N416,3);
N4163s:=sub<N|N4163>;
/*Now I use the following code to see
what "common" names we have
in [4,1,6,3].*/
S:={[[4],[1],[6],[3]]};
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [4] *ts[l] *ts [6] *ts [3]
eq g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
*ts [Rep(SSS[i] ) [4] [1]]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦The above code provided that 4163 = 4725
within [4163].*/

for g in N do if 4~g eq 4 and l~g eq 7 and
6"g eq 2 and 3~g eq 5
then N4163s:=sub<N|N4163s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N4163s);

/*The orbits are are {4}, {8}, {1, 7}, {2, 6}, {3, 5}.
/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,6,3].
This number, when divided into the order
of my control group N,
which is 48/2 = 24, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,6,3].*/
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#N4163s;

/♦Finding the index*/

T4163:=Transversal(N,N4163s);
for i in [l..#T4163] do
ss:=[4,1,6,3]~T4163[i];
cst[prodimCl, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..330] do if cst[i] ne '[]
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*328*/
/♦I now want to know to which double coset
Nt_0t„lt_2"~lt_3t_i belongs.
I recall that the orbits are
<4}, {8}, {1, 7}, <2, 6}, {3, 5}.*/
/♦I know that 41637 = 416, so (t^)"-! and
t_l take me from 4163 to 416.*/
/♦The following code shows that 41633 = 4163,
so t_3 and (t-lV-l
take me from 4163 to 4163.
Also, 41634 = 4121, so t_0 takes me from
4163 to 4121.
Also, 41638 = 4146, so (t_0)"-T takes me from
4163 to 4146.
Also, 41632 = 4163, so t_2 and (t_2)''-T take me
from 4163 to 4163.*/

for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts[4]*ts[l]*ts[6]*ts[3]*ts[3] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] *ts [3]) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;,
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] *ts [3] *ts [4] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [2] *ts [1] ) "m
then m, n;
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end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] *ts [3] *ts [8] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [6] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;
for n in IN do for m in IN do
if ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] *ts [3] *ts [2] eq
n* (ts [4] *ts [1] *ts [6] *ts [3] ) "m
then m, n;
end if; end for; end for;

/*Now we handle double coset [4,1,4,1,4].*/
N41414:=Stabiliser(N4141,4);
N41414s:=sub<N[N41414>;

/*Now I use the following code to see what
"common" names we have
in [4,1,4,1,4].*/
S:={[[4] , [1] , [4] , [1] , [4]]};
SS^S^N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [4]*ts [1] *ts [4] *ts [l]*ts[4]
eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1][l]]*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[2][1]]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] [1] ]
*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [4] [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [5] [1] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/*The above code provided that 41414 = 16161 =
68686 = 45454 =
34343 = 47474 = 63636 = 14141 = 64646 =
13131 = 71717 = 74747 =
23232 = 54545 = 28282 = 78787 = 42424 =
21212 = 38383 = 24242 =
46464 = 12121 = 86868 = 56565 = 65656 =
61616 = 31313 = 52525 =
18181 = 27272 = 43434 = 81818 = 82828 =
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17171
53535
25252
57575

=
=
=
=

58585
75757
87878
72727

=
=
=
=

35353
85858
36363
76767

=
= 32323 = 67676 =
=
= 83838 within [41414].*/

for g in N do if 4,'g eq 1 and l~g eq 6
then N41414s:=sub<N[N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if l"g eq 6 and 6"g eq 8
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 6~g eq 4 and 8"g eq 5
then N41414s:=sub<N]N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 3 and 5"g eq 4
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 3"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 7
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 4~g eq 6 and 7"g eq 3
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 6~g eq 1 and 3~g eq 4
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if l"g eq 6 and 4/'g eq 4
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 6^ eq 1 and 4',g eq 3
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if l"g eq 7 and 3~g eq 1
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 4
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and 4~g eq 3
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 2'kg eq 5 and 3~g eq 4
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 5~g eq 2 and 4"g eq 8
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 2"g eq 7 and 8~g eq 8
then N41414s:=sub<N]N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and 8~g eq 2
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 2"g eq 3 and l~g eq 8
then N41414s:=sub<N]N41414s,g>.;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 3"g eq 2 and 8"g eq 4
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 2"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 6
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>.;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 1 and 6"g eq 2
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if l"g eq 8 and 2"g eq 6
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if;; end for;
for g in N do if 8"g eq 5 and 6"g eq 6
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 5"g eq 6 and 6"g eq 5
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 6"g eq 6 and 5"g eq 1
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 6"g eq 3 and l"g eq 1
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 3"g eq 5 and l"g eq 2
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 5"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 8
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if l"g eq 2 and 8"g eq 7
then N41414s:=sub<NIN41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 2"g eq 4 and 7"g eq 3
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 4"g eq 8 and 3"g eq 1
then N41414S:=sub<N[N41414s,g>;
end if;, end for;
for g in N do if 8"g eq 8 and l"g eq 2
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 8~g eq 1 and 2*'g eq 7
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if l"g eq 5 and 7"g eq 8
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 5"g eq 3 and 8~g eq 5
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 3*g eq 5 and 5"g eq 3
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 5"g eq 7 and 3~g eq 5
then N41414s:=sub<N]N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 8 and 5*g eq 5
then N41414s:=sub<NlN41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 8~g eq 3 and 5~g eq 2
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 3~g eq 6 and 2"g eq 7
then N41414S:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 6~g eq 2 and 7"g eq 5
then N41414s:=sub<N[N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 2"g eq 8 and 5"g eq 7
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 8"g eq 3 and 7~g eq 6
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 3~g eq 5 and 6~g eq 7
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 5"g eq 7 and 7~g eq 2
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and 2"g eq 6
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;

for g in N do if 7"g eq 8 and 6"g eq 3
then N41414s:=sub<N|N41414s,g>;
end if; end for;
Orbits(N41414s);
/*The orbits are are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.

/*Now I can find the order of the coset
stabilising group [4,1,4,1,4].
This number, when divided into the
order of my control group N,
which is 48/48 = 1, gives the # of distinct
single cosets within
the double coset [4,1,4,1,4].*/

#N41414s;
/*48*/
/*Finding the index*/

T41414:=Transversal(N,N41414s);
for i in [l..#T41414] do
ss:=[4,l,4,l,4] ~T41414[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in. [1..330] do if cst[i] ne []
then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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/*329*/

/*I now want to know to which double
coset does Nt_Ot_lt_Ot_lt_Ot_i belongs,
I recall that the orbits are
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.*/
/*I know that 414148 = 4141, so
each t„i in the orbit of (t_0)"-l takes me
from 41414 to 4141.
This double coset is now closed under
right multiplication.*/
/*I know that we are done because my
index has reached 329 + 1
(from double coset [*] ) = 330.*/
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Chapter 6

Mn as the Homomorphic Image
of 3*4:m2'S4+

Now the center of Mu x 2 is = < x2yx~2tt(xSMx6)t >.
We factor Mu x2 by its center to obtain Mu> The details of the double coset enumeration

are summarized in the Cayley diagram given below.

Figure 6.1: Cayley Diagram Mu over 2'Sf
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Our argument shows that the order of G is at most |A| x 165 -- 7,920, where 165 is the
number of single cosets shown in the diagram above. We now show that |G| is at least
7,920. Now G ~< x,y,t> acts on X, the set of the single cosets mentioned above. Thus

a : G —> Sx is a homomorphism. Since N =< x,y > acts by conjugation and t acts

by right multiplication on the

we compute the images xx, yy, and tt of x,y, and t,

respectively, in Sx and verify that the additional relations hold in < xx, yy, tt > within
Sx and | < xx,yy,tt > | = 7,920. So G/Kera =< xx,yy,tt >. Hence |G[ > 7,920.

Thus, |G| = 7,920.
We also verified that G satisfies a presentation of = 1/3(3) x 3.
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